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Letter from the P r e s i d e n t
President Brian J. Paul
Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP

Greetings, members of the Seventh

Circuit Bar Association!

I want to take this opportunity to explain to

you why I’m a member of the Association.

I’m doing this in the hope this will inspire you to tell others why

you are a member of the Association. In this day and age, when

there are so many groups competing for members, it’s the best

way I know of for recruiting new people to an organization. If

we believe in the value of the Association, as I do, we should

be able to communicate that value to others in concrete terms.

So here goes my attempt to do just that.

I’ve heard it suggested by some in private practice that bar

associations are a waste of time. Skeptics ask, “why join a group

full of your competitors? You won’t develop paying work that way.”

Maybe, maybe not. But let’s assume the skeptics are right for

sake of argument. If you are willing to seize the opportunities

provided by bar associations and actively participate — not just

join, but truly participate in the work of the organization — I

promise that your professional life will be enriched. And as

proof, I want to give you some examples of what I mean, all

derived from my own involvement in this one organization —

the Seventh Circuit Bar Association:

• As a young law firm partner, I got to be on a panel with

Judge Richard Posner, then-Chief Judge Frank Easterbrook,

and U.S. Supreme Court practitioner Steve Shapiro of

Mayer Brown. We talked about good writing habits. If

you had told me in law school that I would get to share

the stage with two of the most eminent judges of our time

and one of the foremost appellate lawyers of our time, I

would have never believed you.

• More recently, I had the opportunity to be on a panel with

Chief Judge Diane Sykes and District Court Judge

Edmond Chang, moderated by appellate attorney James

Goldschmidt of Quarles & Brady. We talked about sua

sponte decisions (the kind of decisions courts make on

their own, without party input). Although I’ve been

practicing for two decades now, I still can’t believe I

get to put on presentations with such a talented and

distinguished group of people.

• In-between these opportunities, I’ve published several

appellate-related articles in this very magazine, The

Circuit Rider. In doing so, I’ve gotten to know Magistrate

Judge Jeffrey Cole, the publication’s long-time editor and

one of the nicest people I have ever met.

• I also had the opportunity to be on a panel with my

home state’s Solicitor General, Tom Fisher. We talked

about oral argument and shared short audio clips from

good (and bad) arguments with the audience. It was a

real hit!

• One other panel that I was on included District Court

Judge Robert Dow (at the time a private practitioner)

and Bankruptcy Judge Benjamin Goldgar, both of the

Northern District of Illinois. In this program, we talked

about handling your first appeal in the Seventh Circuit.

There are other examples I could give you, and they wouldn’t

even include the opportunities I have had to see several Supreme

Court Justices speak, to share a dinner table with several of our

federal judges at the Association’s annual meetings, or to learn

in some way from some of the finest lawyers in the country. I

don’t tell you this to catalogue my achievements. Indeed, they

really aren’t achievements at all; I didn’t get these opportunities

because of any special abilities that I have. I got these

opportunities because I sought them out or accepted the

challenge when asked. 

My examples are just that — mine. But there are all kinds of

opportunities provided by our Association and bar associations

generally that, if you take them, will build your resume, provide

you with a chance to challenge yourself and grow as a lawyer,

and that you might just find to be fun. And this is true regardless

of the kind of law you practice.

So tell one of your colleagues go to our website, which is

only a Google search away, and join the Seventh Circuit Bar

Association, or re-up if they are already a member. And if there’s

another bar association they’d rather join, then tell them at least to

do that. But explain to them why they should join, and participate,

and see if it doesn’t provide that person with some unexpected

opportunity that enriches their life as a lawyer.
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Labor Day often marks change. Vacations end, students return to school, the leaves start changing color,

and fall schedules take hold. For the courts, too, many jury trials begin, and new terms of oral argument

kick off. All of this will happen within the Seventh Circuit this year, but with a monumental change —

without Collins Fitzpatrick, who is retiring after 50 years of service in the Dirksen U.S. Courthouse, the

last 45 of them as Circuit Executive. All we know to say is thank you — thank you, Collins, for your

tireless service, commitment to the judiciary, kindness, civility to all, personal friendship, and overall

great example. You did it all, and all very well. We will dearly miss you.

The full story is worth telling. A native of the Brainerd neighborhood on Chicago’s south side, Collins

attended Marquette University and then Harvard Law School. Following his law school graduation,

Collins returned to Chicago and began working for the Seventh Circuit as a law clerk in 1971. Initially

slated to work for then-Judge John Paul Stevens, some personnel changes resulted in Collins landing in

the chambers of Circuit Judge Roger J. Kiley. The following year he moved down the hallway to clerk

for Chief Judge Luther Swygert. Little did Collins know at the time, he was just settling in.

Around this time, Congress created the Office of the Circuit Executive to better manage the

administrative aspects of the federal circuit courts. Circuit Executives, at least by the original design,

shouldered responsibility for managing most of a circuit’s nonjudicial functions, including maintaining a

budget and accounting system, analyzing data on the court and its members, and acting as a liaison

between the court system and the public. Collins seemed like the obvious pick for our court, as he was

already handling many of these responsibilities in his role as Chief Judge Swygert’s senior law clerk.  

Continued on page 3

Thank You,
Collins Fitzpatrick

By Hon. Michael Y. Scudder and Hon. Amy J. St. Eve
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One obstacle stood in the way, though: Congress required all

Circuit Executives be board certified by the Federal Judicial Center.

From 1973 to 1975, Collins worked toward that certification while

continuing to serve as a law clerk. Then,

after twice being passed over for the job

because of his young age while the

position remained vacant, Collins found

a familiar friend in Washington to support

his candidacy: Justice John Paul Stevens,

who by then had been elevated to the

Supreme Court. Justice Stevens was a

big fan of Collins and supported his

becoming our Circuit’s first Circuit

Executive. The lesser-known fact is

that Justice Stevens and Collins went

back a long way — to the time Collins

caddied for the Justice in the 1960s at

The Beverly Country Club. Collins is

good at everything he does — caddying included — as he was

one of the first recipients of the Western Golf Association’s

Evans Scholarship for caddies, an honor that brought with it a

full college scholarship. 

Collins became our first Circuit Executive in September 1976. He

has served in that role ever since. In those 45 years, he served

under nine chief judges: Luther Swygert, Thomas Fairchild,

Walter Cummings, William Bauer, Richard Posner, Joel Flaum,

Frank Easterbrook, Diane Wood, and Diane Sykes.

Two words come most to mind when we think about Collins —

people and humility. Collins is all about others. He invests in

relationships, in getting to know others in meaningful and lasting

ways. Everyone who knows Collins knows what we mean: it is

difficult, if not impossible, to identify a judicial investiture,

retirement, memorial service, or major gathering of any court

anywhere within the Circuit that Collins has not attended.

These many miles proved a truth that Collins lives by —

investing in others as a way of getting things done and best

fulfilling a common mission. And nobody could have exhibited

more humility than Collins, for none of these efforts were about

him but instead only about others and our courts as institutions. 

Collins’s investments in relationships have paid great dividends

over these past 45 years. Too many to count are the number of

times he was able to lean into relationships to break a logjam

and move a project forward, broker compromises, and turn down

tensions in this or that situation. God

never made anyone more practical

(and perhaps frugal too) or more

overflowing with common sense and

sound judgment. 

Our views are not just our own. Our

colleagues agree and, in their own

words, captured their thoughts about

Collins in these ways:

• “I offer warm congratulations

and deep gratitude to Circuit

Executive Collins Fitzpatrick for

his long service to the courts of

our circuit. He has provided

continuity and support as our judiciary has grown and

changed, warmly welcoming each new circuit judge,

district judge, magistrate judge, and bankruptcy judge.

He has also been an important liaison to the

governmental units and bar associations that support

and assist our work. Collins has done it all with good

cheer, frugal stewardship of court resources, and a

deep commitment to the federal judiciary. As he

retires, he takes with him our lasting appreciation,

admiration, and affection.” 

Chief Judge Diane S. Sykes

Continued on page 4
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• “The hardest working smartest man on the Seventh

Circuit — or any other circuit. Collins set the standard

for Circuit Executives — and for thoughtfulness and

decency. The judges of the Circuit never had a better

friend or comrade. You shall be missed!!!” 

Judge William J. Bauer

• “Collins has been an extraordinary Circuit Executive

for over 40 years. His contributions to the court

administration of the Seventh Circuit are

immeasurable. Collins’ enduring commitment to the

Federal Judiciary has provided an outstanding

example for all who seek to serve the public.” 

Judge Joel M. Flaum

• “Collins Fitzpatrick was the court’s institutional

memory when I arrived, and in the 36 years since that

memory has been invaluable. How to get things done,

and who to ask, were his specialties. He insisted that

the court operate lean on bureaucracy, which has been

a blessing. He and I worked as a team while I was

Chief Judge, and I couldn’t have done the job without

him. Everyone — litigants, bench, and bar alike —

owes him a debt of gratitude.” 

Judge Frank H. Easterbrook

• “About thirty-five years ago, before I was confirmed

to be a judge, I met Collins Fitzpatrick when he

brought Judge Luther Swygart to South Bend, Indiana

to speak at a legal conference. I soon learned that

Collins knew every Seventh Circuit judge by their

first name. As time went on, Collins was my primary

source for procedural issues, personal issues, and

personnel issues at the court in Chicago. A list of his

own cumulative benefits to the court are endless. I

share his values in faith, family, and service to the

country. I will miss him a lot.” 

Judge Daniel A. Manion

• “Say it ain’t so!!! Collins is retiring? He is the Seventh

Circuit. He will be missed in ten thousand ways. He

has so greatly enhanced the service of all Seventh

Circuit Judges and the reputation of our court.” 

Judge Michael S. Kanne

• “There are not enough words in the English language

to express the gift that Collins has been not just to the

Seventh Circuit but to the entire judiciary. He is a

legend across this country — a wonderful, brilliant,

decent to the core, individual filled with humanity.”

Judge Ilana Diamond Rovner

• “I first met Collins just after my nomination to the

court had been announced. He traveled to Washington

and came to my office at the Department of Justice.

From that time to today, I have never known anyone

more devoted to our court, more concerned about the

well-being of every person associated with it, and a

more careful steward of its resources. We are so lucky

to have had his service for all these years. And like all

chief judges with whom he served, he was for me

indispensable.” 

Judge Diane P. Wood

• “Collins, your career of service has been unique and

invaluable, both to the federal courts and to the people

of the United States. For half a century, you have

provided wise and humane guidance to the judges of

all courts in this circuit. Personally, I’ve benefited

from your wisdom beginning with my time as a law

clerk in the 1980s until today. Surely no retirement has

been better earned. We will all miss you as you move

on to other endeavors.” 

Judge David F. Hamilton

• “From Justice Stevens to Justice Barrett, and all the

judges in between, Collins has personified this court.

He shepherded the oral histories of so many judges,

yet his story is the work of the federal bench in the

Midwest, and nationwide by creating the circuit

executive position. In Gaelic, Maith thu — well done,

Collins.” 

Judge Michael B. Brennan

Continued on page 5
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• “Everyone knows that Collins has served the courts

throughout the Seventh Circuit with great distinction

for many decades. I am fortunate to know him as a

friend, and I admire him as much for overwhelming

kindness of his character as I do for his contributions

to our profession.” 

Judge Thomas L. Kirsch II

• “I am grateful to Collins for warmly welcoming me to

the Court this year. It was clear from the moment of

our first meeting that his regard for the Circuit has not

diminished over the years and he never tires of

welcoming new members to the Court family. I of

course benefited from Collins’s expert running of the

Circuit as a litigant and for that I am grateful too. Such

lengthy, distinguished service is rare and a model for

all of us. Thank you and best wishes in retirement.”

Judge Candace Jackson-Akiwumi

Collins is showing few signs of slowing down. He still bikes

to work many days each week, escapes for mid-day workouts,

including swims in Lake Michigan, and never misses one of his

grandchildren’s school performances or sporting events. But

retirement will surely bring more time for Collins to enjoy his

lake cottage in Michigan and to travel more with his lovely

wife Mary. When we asked Collins how he plans to enjoy his

retirement, he responded with the expected — by working and,

more specifically, by serving as an arbitrator and donating his

fees to low-income schools in Chicago. When we chuckled at

the predictability of this response, Collins chuckled back and

then so simply and so eloquently put his overarching message

this way: “Those who are given a lot have all the more

responsibility to give back, and that’s what I intend to keep

doing.” Collins epitomizes the truth that receiving comes

through giving. 

Not all stories like this end with a silver lining. This one does

— indeed, with a gold lining. Sarah O. Schrup will succeed

Collins as our second-ever Circuit Executive. Sarah joined the

Circuit Executive’s Office last September after 16 years on the

faculty at Northwestern University’s Pritzker School of Law.

Though she has big shoes to fill, we know she will do it well.

As with every personnel transition, processes and administrative

changes are sure to occur. But we are confident that, as with

everything, Collins has left Sarah the foundation to provide

exemplary service to everyone within the Seventh Circuit.

We end where we began — by saying thank you to a man who

gave everything he had to the Seventh Circuit for the last 50

years. Collins’s legacy of humility, decency, and commitment

to others — to everyone in the court family — will be lasting.

His example is a permanent part of the Circuit’s special fabric. 

Collins, you taught us all more than you will ever know, and

we will miss you. 

Get Involved!

Interested in becoming more involved in the Association?

Get involved with a committee! Log on to our web site at

www.7thcircuitbar.org, and click on the “committees”

link. Choose a committee that looks interesting, and

contact the chair for more information.
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Ithink the first time I met Collins Fitzpatrick was on the day I was sworn in as a district judge in

August of 1982. He had driven Chief Judge Walter Cummings down from Chicago to Peoria to attend

the event. At that time, he was just one face among many. Over time he became well known to me, as

a mentor, and adviser, and then as a dear friend.

I became actively involved in international rule of law activity in 1993. After the collapse of the

Soviet Union, judiciaries in Central and Eastern Europe bombarded our judiciary with requests for

information and advice regarding everything from court management to separation of powers and

judicial independence. I quickly learned that Collins was already an old pro at interacting with foreign

judiciaries and was the go-to person on how to design and implement programs for judges and court

administrators from other countries. I don’t know how many delegations he has hosted over the years,

but it must be a national record. When he hosts a delegation, he makes a special effort to see that they

learn as much from the experience as possible. Every presentation he makes is truly a personal

statement of respect and affection for our legal system. 

Continued on page 7

*Judge Mihm is a Senior District Judge for the Central District of Illinois where he has served since 1982. He was nominated by

President Reagan. He served as Chief Judge from 1991 to 1998.  

C O L L I N S F I T z P A T R I C K

International Rule  
ofLawWork 

By Hon. Michael Mihm*
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of LawWork 
Continued from page 6

But his involvement in rule of law activities hasn’t stopped

there. He has traveled to other countries many times to meet

with his foreign colleagues. These trips, especially years ago,

were not necessarily four star events. Often the accommodations

were primitive. But Collins relished in that. 

He has traveled to Russia multiple times and also to China, the

Czech Republic, Kazan, as well as other places in Eastern

Europe, Central Asia, Australia, and elsewhere. Wherever he

goes, he uses the opportunity when possible to travel to other

places. For example, I was with him on a trip to China when he

and Mary traveled on to Tibet. When we were at a meeting at

Prague, he continued on to Armenia. On one trip, when we

arrived in Beijing, I saw him poring over a map of the city.

When I asked him why, he explained that he was charting his

long distance run for the next morning. He runs every morning,

no matter where. 

In more recent years, he has served with me as a member of the

Rule of Law Committee of the U.S. Russia Foundation for

Economic Advancement and Rule of Law. In that capacity he

plays an important role in reviewing applications for rule of

law programming in Russia. He has traveled to Russia at my

request on five occasions. On a trip to St. Petersburg, his wife

Mary fell and broke her arm, which led to them being

introduced to the Russian medical system. 

In sum, in addition to his many contributions to court administration

in this Circuit and the country, he has made an indelible impact

on the international rule of law. When the two of us are giving a

joint presentation, I know what will happen when the presentation

is over. Most of the attendees will line up to ask questions or

make comments to Collins, not me. That is so because they

recognize that he has the clarity of thought and expression to

address their issue most effectively. 

Collins — As your friend and colleague, I sincerely hope you will

continue this important work after you retire as Circuit Executive.

Upcoming Board of Governors’ Meetings
Meetings of the Board of Governors of the Seventh Circuit Bar Association are held at the 

East Bank Club in Chicago, with the exception of the meeting held during the Annual Conference, 

which will be in the location of that particular year’s conference. Upcoming meetings will be held on:

Saturday, December 11, 2021
Saturday, March 5, 2022

Tuesday, May 10, 2022 at the Annual Conference in Indianapolis

All meetings will be held at the East Bank Club, 500 North Kingsbury Street, Chicago at 10:00 AM
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The other day, I walked into Collins’ office, just as I often did over the course of my nearly 35

years with the court. (Collins and I had shared connecting offices since I came back to the Seventh

Circuit in January 1988.) I was shocked. The walls and shelves looked nearly empty. Boxes were

everywhere, filled with framed pictures, trophies, and other assorted memorabilia – fifty years worth

of accomplishments and memories of a man who had served the Seventh Circuit since 1971. Collins’

impending retirement as Circuit Executive suddenly became real to me. 

It was just a month earlier that Collins announced that he would retire in September of this year. As

Collins put it in a brief note to the employees of the court, judges circuit-wide, and a few others:

Mary and I will have thirteen grandchildren in the Chicago area, four under four years old. So

besides babysitting and teenage watching, it takes a lot of time to attend the baseball,

basketball, hockey, softball, soccer, lacrosse, track, and cross-country events as well as plays,

recitals, birthdays, graduations, etc. We are very blessed but it all takes time.

Time, and a lot of it, is what Collins had given to the court over the many years he has worked here,

making sure that the courts operate well and providing continuity and support to the Circuit’s judges

and employees – his court family, a family that too has grown and changed over the years. 

Shortly after his announcement, Collins told me to look around his office and take whatever I wanted.

(Mary had told him that there was no way all the stuff that Collins had accumulated was coming

home.) How could I possibly choose what to take? If you ever had been in Collins’ office, you would

know what I mean; you would think you stepped into a museum of sorts. Lining the walls and filling

the rows of bookshelves were artifacts that span 50 years or more – items of personal and historical

interest, awards and gifts received, pictures commemorating people and events. 

On one shelf sits (and remains) a collection of the oral histories of judges that have served within the

Circuit – those of former (and some still serving) Circuit and District Judges, and Bankruptcy and 

Continued on page 9

*Donald J. Wall is Counsel to the Circuit Executive at the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit and is the editor

of the Seventh Circuit’s Practitioner’s Handbook. He previously served as the court’s Senior Staff Attorney and as a law clerk at the

court. He also worked at the City of Chicago’s Law Department, in private practice and at a legal services organization. Don is a

graduate of Carleton College and Marquette University Law School, serving on its Alumni Board.  

CO L L I N S FI T z PAT R I C K LE AV E S BE H I N D

anEnduring Legacy
By Don Wall*
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anEnduringLegacy
Continued from page 8

Magistrate Judges. The oral histories of these individuals were

important to Collins. He initiated and conducted the interviews of

virtually all of the more than fifty judges whose oral histories have

been compiled and bound in hardcover, providing a great source

for people wanting to learn more about the stories and contributions

of individuals who served the Federal Judiciary in this Circuit.

What an incredible contribution to leave behind!

Other shelves contained awards and pictures documenting Collins’

athletic endeavors – the marathons he’d run, the iron-man

competitions and bicycle races that he competed in. One’s eyes

would continue on along the shelves to all the mementos that

Collins had amassed from his travels around the world, speaking

to officials in numerous countries about judicial independence

and the rule of law. On the walls hung all sorts of diplomas and

certificates, recognizing Collins’ achievements and the work he

had done for numerous groups, institutions and associations.

Importantly, and not to be missed, were the scores of family

pictures – those of his loving wife Mary, his four great sons and

equally great daughters-in-law, and his many grandchildren –

that he proudly displayed throughout the office. 

Over the past month, the family pictures and other more personal

items were boxed and taken home. As to everything else, Collins

invited court staff – his court family – to take whatever they

wanted. One court employee took a Lady Justice statue. For

her, the statue would always remind her of Collins – a fair-

minded and thoughtful person deeply committed to the court

that he served. She went on to remark that Collins seemed to

know everyone around the Circuit and everything about them,

but not in an intrusive way, adding that he is someone who

genuinely cares for the people who worked at the court as one

would care about a family member – never failing to offer a

kind word or a bit of advice or to attend important events and

celebrations held throughout the Circuit. Items from Collins’

office are now spread throughout the court, reminding those

still here of him and all that he has done.

Jesuit-educated, Harvard Law grad, and lifelong Southsider,

Collins has counselled and mentored an array of individuals

throughout the years – judges and court staff, family and friends,

neighbors and their children – and not just about the law or

court administration. On one occasion early on in my time at

the court, Collins talked to me about buying a home in Chicago’s

Beverly neighborhood. Years before, then Circuit Judge John

Paul Stevens – who lived in Beverly at the time – had a similar

conversation with Collins about the neighborhood. Collins and

his family ended up moving to Beverly, as I and my family did

years later, buying a home four blocks from the Fitzpatricks.

Collins and I, as countless others, have had many conversations

over the years about all sorts of things. He always had the time

to listen and talk to you.

Collins’ mentoring too covers all manner of things – career,

academics, leadership, work/life balance, volunteerism, etc.

And, he took a special interest in everyone he talked to. To

give you an idea, for a number of years Collins would recruit

court staff, including me, to conduct mock interviews for high

school seniors in Chicago applying for a highly competitive

Chick Evans Scholarship – awarded to golf caddies with strong

academic records and demonstrated financial need. Collins,

himself an Evans Scholar, is still active in the Western Golf

Association and Evans Scholarship Foundation. 

In his own oral history, looking back on his tenure as Circuit

Executive, Collins remarked that the “most important things I

do in my view are: my role on the committees to investigate

whom to appoint as federal defenders and whom to appoint as

bankruptcy judges and dealing with the judicial disability and

misconduct complaints. Those are the essence of providing

justice.” It is a job that Collins has done remarkably well over

the years. But there is so much more that Collins has done for

the administration of justice in the Seventh Circuit since his

time as a law clerk to Circuit Judge Roger Kiley in 1971.

He has overseen enormous changes in the operations of the

federal judiciary in the Circuit – the implementation of new

technologies, an explosion of cases, the growth in the number

of judges and court staff, and an increased emphasis on court

security and civility. As the federal courts have gotten bigger

over the years, Collins reflected in his oral history that he

defined his job “as making sure that the courts operate well. If

they are operating well, I don’t need to get involved…. If there

are problems or if I can implement new ideas, that is when I

get involved.”

Collins soon will no longer bike the 15 miles from Chicago’s

Beverly neighborhood to the court on nice, and sometimes not

so nice, days. But the judges and court staff that he leaves

behind – his court family – will always remember him …. as I

do, every time I look at the Moscow coffee mug that Collins

chose for me, knowing of the collection of coffee mugs that

adorn the shelves of my office. Collins, I raise a glass to you –

you leave behind an enduring legacy.

You can read more about Collins’ fascinating career and

family history, and interesting court lore, in The Oral History

of Collins T. Fitzpatrick (2016).
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Consider the following scenario. You wake up after a restless night’s sleep and unlock your phone

to find out what awaits you today. Your calendar is busy, but there isn’t anything you cannot handle.

You then turn to your email and find a message from opposing counsel in a hotly contested commercial

contract and fraud dispute you are litigating on behalf of the defendant.

Sent at 11:50 the night before, the message contains plaintiff’s responses to your client’s interrogatories

and document requests. Expecting — perhaps naively — to receive something of substance from

plaintiff’s responses, you quickly glance them over on your phone and find they are replete with

boilerplate objections. You groan, close the message, and decide you’ll need an extra cup of coffee

before reviewing the responses any further.

An hour later — your laptop open and plaintiff’s responses displayed on a much larger screen, the full

import of plaintiff’s opacity begins to hit home. It’s not just the meaningless and evasive nature of the

responses that troubles you. What is more frustrating is the perfunctory disproportionality objections you

read in response to each request. The written discovery sought basic details including supporting facts

and documents regarding plaintiff’s claims and the extent of its purported damages. How can requests

for such foundational information be considered disproportionate to the needs of the case?

Continued on page 11
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Weaponizing proportionality

Does this seem familiar?

This scenario is playing out all over the

country as parties respond to discovery

with boilerplate proportionality

objections in an effort to stymie

legitimate efforts to obtain relevant

information. The problem is not limited

to discovery responses. Requesting

parties routinely serve overly broad

requests that are a complete non-starter

for determining what information a

responding party should realistically

expect to produce. Indeed, far too

many lawyers on each side of the “v”

are abusing the concept, treating

proportionality as just another “weapon[]

to wage litigation” rather than using

proportionality standards to approach

discovery in a more meaningful way.1

Weaponizing of proportionality is one of

the most problematic developments in

discovery practice over the past several

years. The instant article examines this trend and explores

effective practices for addressing the issues. Those practices

include having parties and courts meaningfully assess each

proportionality factor in connection with a discovery dispute. In

addition, responding parties should meticulously substantiate

production burdens through the use of metrics reflecting realistic

estimates of time, manpower, and costs. Finally, requesting parties

should prepare narrowly tailored requests and negotiate

reasonable limits on the nature and extent of their discovery requests.

Requesting Parties: Meaningfully Evaluate Proportionality Factors

One example of counsel weaponizing proportionality involves

requesting parties serving overly broad requests, refusing to

reasonably narrow the ambit of those requests during a meet and

confer, and then seeking judicial relief by perfunctorily arguing

the requests — as drafted — seek proportional materials. Such

a position fails to substantively apply each proportionality factor

to the disputed discovery requests that FRCP 26(b)(1) requires.2

Magistrate Judge Elizabeth Stafford’s recent opinion in Weidman

v. Ford Motor Company is instructive on this issue.3

In Weidman, plaintiffs asked defendant Ford to run search terms

against three custodians and produce documents relating to an

inferred aspect of their product liability claims. In response, Ford

argued the production of those documents was beyond plaintiffs’

claims. Nevertheless, Ford conducted a search for the requested

information, identified responsive

documents among those it previously

produced, and turned over 700 new

responsive documents to plaintiffs.

Unsatisfied, plaintiffs sought a court

order compelling Ford to run the

originally requested searches, arguing

the information was “highly relevant”

and pointing to the broad scope of

discovery as justifying their demand.4

In response, Judge Stafford held that the

searches were not proportional to the needs

of the case. Judge Stafford observed that

many lawyers “gloss over the operative rules

requiring an assessment of proportionality,”

preferring instead to focus exclusively on

relevance.5 Indeed, the court indicated

that plaintiffs in Weidman — like many

parties — “note[d] the proportionality

factors but only briefly address[ed]

them.”6 While the searches at issue

may have yielded relevant information, Judge Stafford was

unconvinced they would uncover documents beyond those Ford

already produced. Because the burden on Ford to conduct such a

search outweighed any likely benefit plaintiffs might obtain

from the requested searches, the court denied plaintiffs’ motion.

Weidman highlights that proportionality is more than just a

platitude that requesting parties can perfunctorily mention and

then expect to have courts accede to their discovery requests on

relevance grounds. Instead, Weidman teaches that requesting

parties must analyze every proportionality factor — during a meet

and confer and in motion practice — and establish why the requested

discovery satisfies notions of proportionality and relevance.7 As

Weidman makes clear, the only permissible discovery are proportional

requests that are relevant to the claims or defenses.8

Continued on page 12
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Responding Parties: Common Sense Assessments Over

Boilerplate Objections

Requesting parties are not alone in failing to handle discovery in a

proportional manner. The weaponizing of proportionality is evident in

discovery responses rife with boilerplate proportionality objections

that responding parties are often unwilling to substantiate during a

meet and confer or motion practice. Magistrate Judge Jeffrey Cole’s

recent decision in Velez v. City of Chicago is exemplary on the

prevalence of this unfortunate practice.

In Velez, plaintiff brought a motion to compel production of

“complete files for all homicide investigations” that the Chicago

Police Department conducted between 1995 and 2001 in Area

Four (a section on the west side of Chicago just below the

O’Hare airport).9 The motion also sought “Complaint Register”

files for the officers assigned to Area Four during that same time.

Plaintiff ostensibly requested the information to obtain evidence

supporting his claims that he was wrongfully imprisoned.10

While plaintiff’s requests may not have seemed too broad, his

initial demands sought these same records over a 29 year period.

Judge Cole described those demands — with their unbounded

scope — as “staggeringly overbroad” and having “no hope of

being taken seriously.”11

Not surprisingly, defendant City of Chicago responded in kind,

indicating it would not provide substantive responses. Worse, the

City subsequently refused to produce responsive records on

proportionality grounds to plaintiff’s pared down requests. The

court characterized the City’s boilerplate proportionality objections

as a “non-starter,” particularly since discovery in actions like the

plaintiff’s typically involve producing five years (not zero) of

homicide and complaint files.12 To help the City grasp this concept,

the court examined and then applied the six FRCP 26(b)(1)

proportionality factors to the instant dispute. In addition,

Judge Cole observed that proportionality is a “common sense”

principle, reasoning the City would surely have to produce some

relevant information in a case involving “the unlawful incarceration

of a young man and the loss of sixteen years of freedom.”13 All

of which led to the court’s conclusion that it was proportional for

the City to produce five years of homicide and complaint files.

Velez makes clear that boilerplate objections do not satisfy notions

of proportionality. While requests that seek nearly 30 years of

records are clearly unreasonable, responses that refuse to disclose

any responsive information — even after overly broad requests

are appropriately modified  — encapsulate the concept of

weaponized discovery that does nothing to advance a matter

toward its ultimate resolution. Velez teaches that responding

parties must dispense with this tactic and other gamesmanship

in favor of common sense, proportional responses that can help

their clients reach the merits without risking discovery losses,

both in terms of substance and credibility with the court.”14

The Courts: Meaningfully Apply Every FRCP 26(b)(1)

Proportionality Factor

While courts are not directly culpable for weaponizing

proportionality, in some instances they bear responsibility for

not encouraging parties to be more proportionality-focused in

their approach to discovery. In their discovery orders, some courts

do not apply the proportionality factors to the dispute at hand.

Their opinions may mention the FRCP 26(b)(1) factors or even

indicate that certain requests are proportional or disproportionate.15

Nevertheless, many opinions do so without any analysis — much

less a fulsome one — of the six proportionality factors.16 Doing

so leaves the parties wondering how the court arrived at its

proportionality determination and what they can do to appropriately

address the issues in the future.

Like the parties, courts should meticulously apply the FRCP

26(b)(1) factors to a disputed discovery matter. Those factors

are not merely suggestions to be ignored in the face of anecdotal

experiences. Parties and courts are required to apply them such

that parties can tailor their efforts to obtain information for their

claims and defenses without engaging in “unnecessary or

wasteful discovery” practices.17

Siriano v. Goodman Manufacturing Company

Magistrate Judge Elizabeth Deavers set the example in this regard

with her cogent proportionality analysis in Siriano v. Goodman

Manufacturing Company.18 Issued just after the 2015 FRCP

amendments took effect, Judge Deavers concisely applied the

proportionality factors to the parties’ dispute over plaintiffs’

document requests. While particularly focusing on the nature of

the information requested, the parties’ relative access to the

requested information, and the parties’ resources, the court

succinctly examined the other factors and found they generally

Continued on page 13
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weighed in favor of requiring production. As part of its analysis,

the court nonetheless acknowledged the substantial expense

defendants would likely incur if forced to comply with

plaintiffs’ requests as drafted. While not determinative of the

issues, the anticipated discovery costs

tempered the nature of the court’s

order, which directed the parties to

negotiate the scope of production to

better ensure consistency with FRCP

26(b)(1)’s proportionality mandate.19

Siriano demonstrates the wisdom of

applying every FRCP 26(b)(1)

proportionality factor — not just a

select few — in reaching a determination

on a discovery dispute. With the factors

generally favoring plaintiffs, it would

have been easy to reflexively order

defendants to unequivocally comply

with the requests at issue. However,

by carefully examining the interplay

involving compliance, cost, and need

(particularly implicit in proportionality

factors five and six), Siriano placed

the burden of developing a proportional

and thus more limited response back on the parties, incentivizing

them to act reasonably. In doing so, Siriano teaches that courts

can help the parties reach a more effective and complete result

by applying every proportionality factor to discovery disputes.

United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission v.

George Washington University

Another exemplary decision on this issue is United States Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission v. George Washington

University. Issued by Magistrate Judge Michael Harvey, George

Washington University provides a masterful, detailed analysis of

FRCP 26(b)(1)’s proportionality factors in connection with its

order denying plaintiff’s requested discovery.20

Plaintiff Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”)

sought to compel the production of emails from three of defendant

George Washington University’s (“GW”) custodians to support its

Title VII and Equal Pay Act claims. EEOC’s requests sought a

wide range of emails over approximately two years for two of the

custodians and seven years for the third custodian. GW objected

to the requests as being overly broad, unduly burdensome,

disproportionate, and seeking irrelevant information. During

the parties’ extensive meet and confer, GW agreed to produce

many of the requested emails and offered multiple alternative

production approaches rather than turning over the entire contents

of the custodians’ respective email accounts. EEOC rejected all of

GW’s compromise efforts and generally maintained that all of the

requested emails must be turned over.

In response, the court examined every

proportionality factor to evaluate the

parties’ email dispute. Judge Harvey

found that three of the standards —

the importance of the issues at stake in

the litigation, the parties’ resources, and

the amount in controversy — supported

EEOC’s position while a fourth (relative

access to relevant materials) favored

neither party. Nevertheless, the “hotly

contested” factors on which the disputed

issues would turn — the importance

of the requested discovery and the

burden versus benefit analysis — both

favored GW.21 In particular, the court

found that EEOC’s requests as drafted

were overly broad and unnecessarily

sought irrelevant information:

EEOC has thus weakened its

position on this factor by insisting on such obviously
overbroad discovery because, as written, the RFPs

are not designed to capture relevant, unique

information; rather, they are designed to capture great
swaths of information without regard to whether that
information is likely relevant and unique.22

Balancing the overbreadth of EEOC’s requests against the well-

substantiated and reasonable cost estimates GW offered to

establish its production burden, the court denied EEOC’s request

for all of the requested emails. Rather than sending the parties’

back to further meet and confer, Judge Harvey issued a production

order reflecting certain of the parties’ compromise positions,

which enabled EEOC to obtain “a plethora of relevant emails . . .

while allowing GW to keep its costs down.”23

Continued on page 14
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Like Siriano, George Washington University confirms the

importance of applying all FRCP 26(b)(1) proportionality

limitations in order to understand and then resolve a dispute.

Had Judge Harvey glossed over the issues, he might have

viewed the dispute through a distorted prism of only a few of

the factors (such as GW’s resources) and ordered it to comply

with the requests as drafted. Instead, the court examined every

factor and developed a resolution that struck an appropriate

balance for the parties. In so doing, George Washington University

shows courts how to use proportionality to effectively address

and resolve disputed discovery issues.24

Meticulously substantiate production benefits and burdens

While parties and courts should apply all of the proportionality

standards, George Washington University makes clear that the

final two factors—the importance of the requested discovery

and balancing discovery burdens against its burdens — are often

the most important and determinative of the issues. Under the

subjective balancing test created by those factors, responding

parties must supply hard information substantiating claimed

burdens.25 In addition, requesting parties should identify the

benefits of — why they need — the discovery they seek.26

Unless the parties respectively meet those prerequisites, it will be

impossible for either the parties (during a meet and confer) or the

court (in motion practice) to appropriately balance the issues.

Responding Parties Must Provide Metrics

To perform this balancing analysis, the parties must exchange

“concrete information” substantiating their respective positions

on production burdens and benefits.27 Regarding the burdens,

responding parties must go beyond mere guesswork to corroborate

the estimated review hours and costs they will incur. Conclusory

positions that rely on attorney argument or a flimsy showing

from the client should be rejected.28

Instead, responding parties should offer precise metrics from

client representatives regarding the resources (including time,

manpower, and costs) they would be forced to incur if required

to comply with a discovery request. Without these metrics,

responding parties can hardly expect to establish that a request

is disproportionate.29 The Duffy v. Lawrence Memorial

Hospital case is particularly instructive on this issue.30

In Duffy, the court modified a discovery order issued less than

two months beforehand that granted plaintiff’s requests for

various categories of emergency room patient records. In that

first round of motion practice, defendant had argued that plaintiff’s

requests were disproportionate and unduly burdensome. The

court overruled those objections, explaining that defendant failed

to provide any substantive metrics to support those objections:

Defendant objects to every document request as being
unduly burdensome, but provides no facts to support
the objection. Neither does Defendant provide
evidence of the costs it would incur in responding to
the requests.31

Defendant’s failure to share any meaningful metrics regarding

the time, manpower, or costs it would incur to comply with

plaintiff’s requests ultimately left its arguments bereft of

evidentiary support. 

However, defendant rectified this problem in a second round

of motion practice, offering detailed metrics substantiating its

production burdens.32 Those burdens involved deploying staff

to individually review 15,574 electronic patient files so as to

identify certain patient visit information. Such a process would

be labor intensive and cost well over $230,000:

Defendant estimates it would take 7,787 worker hours
to locate and produce responsive information for
15,574 patient records. If Defendant had ten
employees working on the task, they would spend
more than ninety-seven days working eight hours a
day, at an estimated cost to Defendant of $196,933.23. 

After aggregating the information, Defendant asserts
it would need to redact patients’ personal confidential
information . . . redaction would take ten reviewers
fourteen days at a cost of $37,259.50. The process
would include a quality control attorney reviewer who
would spend two hours a day, and reviewers who
would review 15 documents per hour for eight hours
a day.

In sum . . . producing the information relevant to RFP
Nos. 40, 41, 43, and 58 would take 8,982 hours of
work and cost in excess of $230,000 if done by
contract staff.33

Continued on page 15
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By substantiating its proportionality arguments with appropriate

metrics, defendant convinced the court that its initial production

order created an undue burden. The court thereafter issued a

modified order allowing defendant to produce a random sample

of 257 patient records and observed that this would be a more

proportional method for producing relevant information.

Duffy highlights the critical role that metrics play in

substantiating production burdens. The defendant in Duffy

could hardly expect to support arguments regarding undue

burden and disproportionality without metrics. Indeed, Duffy

initially rejected such arguments when defendant failed to

support them with actual information. However, by disclosing

metrics with reasonable estimates of time, manpower, and

costs, Duffy issued a common sense production order more

consistent with proportionality limitations.34

In like manner, responding parties should offer detailed metrics

during the meet and confer process and in motion practice in

order to substantiate their production burdens. Moreover, courts

should insist on the disclosure of such information. Without the

benefit of metrics, courts can hardly expect to perform the

required balancing, much less engage in a common sense

determination of the issues.35

Requesting Parties Must Demonstrate Need

In response to the yin of substantiated production burdens,

requesting parties must describe the yang, i.e., the importance of

the sought after discovery. Even though FRCP 26(b)(1) defines

this factor in terms of “importance,” it is more aptly described

as “need;” the requesting party must show why it needs the

information that the discovery targets.36 If the requesting party

cannot clearly demonstrate a need for the information, courts

should deny their requests. Weidman and George Washington

University exemplify this point.

In Weidman, the court denied plaintiffs’ motion because they

failed to specify a need for the requested discovery. While the

sought-after information may have been relevant, plaintiffs were

unable to convince the court that the searches they requested

would turn over anything of substance beyond what Ford had

already produced. And in George Washington University, EEOC

could not substantiate a need for all of the information it

requested given the overbreadth of its requests. Indeed, EEOC

even acknowledged that certain of its requests would require the

production of “a lot of ‘junk’ that would be irrelevant to this

case.” That the requests would gather “junk” rather than relevant

information “weakened” EEOC’s position on need and ultimately

helped tipped the scales in favor of GW.

In contrast, Siriano found that plaintiffs demonstrated a clear

need for their requested discovery. Plaintiffs established that the

information they sought was “directly related” to their claims, had

yet to be produced in discovery, and was unlikely to be available

from nonparties to the litigation. Similarly, in Oxbow Carbon &

Minerals LLC v. Union Pacific Railroad Co., the court held that

the records defendants requested from plaintiffs’ chief executive

officer were “relevant and unique,” confirming the discovery

had “merit” and was not “a coercion tactic.”37 Balanced against

the anticipated production costs, along with the damages sought

from defendants, the Oxbow court ordered plaintiffs to turn

over the documents.

Beyond emphasizing need, these cases spotlight the importance

of serving narrowly tailored requests that reasonably target

relevant information.While requesting parties should avoid

“robotically recycled” requests that are patently overbroad,38

requests may sometimes be understandably broad at the outset

of discovery before the parties have focused down to the critical

issues. In those instances, requesting parties should be amenable

to negotiating reasonable limits during a meet and confer with

responding parties. Either way, requesting parties should avoid

seeking judicial relief on vastly overbroad requests.

conclusion

Chief Justice John Roberts declared several years ago that lawyers

did not get involved in the legal profession simply to “wear[] down

opponents with creatively burdensome discovery requests or

evad[e] legitimate requests through dilatory tactics.”39 While

the Chief Justice is undoubtedly correct, many lawyers have

adopted such practices that — no matter how well intentioned

— have weaponized proportionality and accordingly misuse the

discovery process.40 Counsel should instead adopt a more effective

way forward that uses proportionality to guide both formal efforts

and negotiations on appropriate limits for discovery. Courts can

assist in this process by drawing on and applying proportionality

to reach common sense resolutions to discovery disputes.

Continued on page 16
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Afew years ago, the Supreme Court decided Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court of California,

137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017), holding that, for purposes of specific (as opposed to general) personal jurisdiction,

personal jurisdiction must exist for each individual plaintiff’s claims in a mass action. (Unlike general

personal jurisdiction, which applies only in a state where the defendant is “at home,” specific personal

jurisdiction exists only where a lawsuit arises out of the defendant’s forum contacts.) Bristol-Myers Squibb

involved the claims of hundreds of named plaintiffs spread out across the nation. The plaintiffs claimed

injury from ingesting the defendant’s drug. They sought to join their cases together in a single state court.

But, in an 8-1 decision (with Justice Sotomayor dissenting), the Supreme Court rejected that effort.

In so doing, the Court reasoned that — because the nonresident plaintiffs had not been prescribed the drug

in the forum state, had not purchased the drug in the forum state, and did not ingest the drug in the forum

state — specific jurisdiction over the nonresidents’ claims was lacking in the forum state. The Court refused

to allow nonresidents to attach their claims to the claims of resident plaintiffs just because the nonresidents’

claims were “similar” to the claims of residents (i.e., they all alleged injury from taking the same drug). In

rejecting that effort, the Court relied on fairness, predictability, and federalism interests. For example, the

Court stressed concerns about requiring a defendant to “submit[] to the coercive power of a State” lacking 

Continued on page 18
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a specific connection to the dispute. Bristol-Myers Squibb, 137

S. Ct. at 1780. The Court, however, specifically did not address

whether its holding applied to multistate class actions — i.e.,

cases involving unnamed putative

class members rather than cases

like mass actions involving joinder

of separate lawsuits brought by

multiple named plaintiffs.

Not surprisingly, that question

has since spread across the

judicial landscape. Courts across

the country have split over

whether Bristol-Myers Squibb

limits jurisdiction in multistate class

actions. Although no court of

appeals has applied Bristol- Myers

Squibb to class actions, dissenting

circuit judges have argued for doing

so. Additionally, some district

courts have done just that. This

issue has enormous implications. A single-state class action

might seek $1,000,000, where the same class action, brought

on a nationwide basis, would seek $50,000,000. Indeed, in the

years following Bristol-Myers Squibb, more than 60 courts have

considered this question. Judges are divided. The Supreme Court

already has once declined to grant Certiorari on the question.

But the Court has another petition pending. And the division

continues to grow.  

a. courts split on whether Bristol-Myers Squibb limits  

personal jurisdiction in class actions.

1. the seventh circuit and a divided sixth circuit

decline to extend bristol-Myers squibb to nationwide

class actions; some district courts agree.

A number of courts — including the Seventh Circuit — have

declined to apply Bristol-Myers Squibb to class actions.

In Mussat v. IQVIA, 953 F.3d 441 (7th Cir. 2020), plaintiff, a

resident of Illinois, brought a putative class action against a

defendant that was not an Illinois resident. The plaintiff alleged

that the defendant’s conduct injured the plaintiff in Illinois.

The plaintiff brought suit in the federal court in Illinois, seeking to

represent putative class members across the country who were

allegedly injured by the defendant’s conduct in their home states.

In response, the defendant argued that, under Bristol-Myers

Squibb, the court lacked personal jurisdiction over the claims

of nonresident putative class members.

The Seventh Circuit rejected that argument. In so doing, the

Seventh Circuit reasoned that there is a “critical distinction”

between class actions — with unnamed class members who

are not “full parties”— and other types of aggregate litigation

such as mass actions, where “all of the plaintiffs are named

parties to the case.” Mussat, 953 F.3d at 447.  In other words,

the Seventh Circuit relied on the

fact that, before certification,

unnamed class members may not

be “parties” to the case. And,

“[o]nce certified, the class as a

whole is the litigating entity, and

its affiliation with the forum depends

only on the named plaintiffs.” Id. at

445 (citations omitted). Thus, the

Seventh Circuit concluded that,

unlike in a mass action, a court

need not have personal jurisdiction

over the individual claims of

unnamed class members.  

The Seventh Circuit declined to

review Mussat en banc. Meanwhile,

other courts have reached the

same conclusion that the Seventh Circuit did in Mussat.

One of these courts is the Sixth Circuit. In Lyngaas v. Curaden

AG, a divided panel of that court rejected the application of

Bristol-Myers Squibb to class actions. No. 20-1199, 2021 WL

1115870, at *15 (6th Cir. Mar. 24, 2021). Like the Seventh Circuit,

the court in Lyngaas reasoned (a) class members are not parties for

all purposes before certification and (b) after certification the

litigants are the defendant and the class as a whole.

Several state courts and district courts have reached the same

conclusion.

2. dissenting circuit Judges and other courts reach the

opposite conclusion.  

Judges are not on the same page regarding the application of

Bristol-Myers Squibb to class actions.

For example, in Lyngaas, Judge Thapar dissented on this

question. In so doing, Judge Thapar relied on two propositions. 

Continued on page 19
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First, Judge Thapar argued that a court cannot bind all parties to
a class action if it does not have personal jurisdiction over all
parties for each claim, including those of absent class members.
On this point, Judge Thapar relied on Supreme Court precedent
regarding the exercise of personal jurisdiction over absent class
members. Judge Thapar argued that “[i]t doesn’t matter that the
defendant, unlike the absent class members, is already present
in court to defend against the representative’s claim,” because
“a defendant’s due process interests do not vanish just because
it has been haled into a forum.” Lyngaas, 2021 WL 1115870,
at *22 (Thapar, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).

Second, Judge Thapar argued that, although “[a] court might
have specific jurisdiction to adjudicate particular claims against a
company…that does not give the court the power to decide all
similar disputes involving that defendant. Id. Indeed, Judge Thapar
pointed out, the Supreme Court in Bristol-Myers Squibb rejected
an argument that similar claims are sufficient to establish
personal jurisdiction.  

Judge Silberman reached a similar conclusion, dissenting from the
D.C. Circuit’s decision in Molock v. Whole Foods Market Group,
Inc., 952 F.3d 293 (D.C. Cir. 2020). In so doing, Judge Silberman
reasoned that “a class action is just a species of joinder,” and the
mass action in Bristol-Myers Squibb is essentially indistinguishable
from a federal class action. Id. at 306 (Silberman, J., dissenting).
Therefore, Judge Silberman opined that personal jurisdiction
over the defendant must exist with respect to each “specific
claim[]” of each specific plaintiff. Id.

This is especially so because “[a] court that adjudicates claims
asserted on behalf of others in a class action exercises coercive
power over a defendant just as much as when it adjudicates claims
of named plaintiffs in a mass action.” Id. at 307. So Judge
Silberman reasoned that defendants should be “entitled to due
process protections” such as limits on personal jurisdiction with
respect to all claims in a class action for which a judgment is
sought.” Id. Judge Silberman further rejected any argument
that Rule 23 provides adequate due process protections for
defendants. In rejecting such an argument, Judge Silberman
(like Judge Thapar would later do in Lyngaas) reasoned that
using the “similarity” of claims to relax the standards of
personal jurisdiction was one of the mistakes that the state
court made in Bristol-Myers Squibb. Id. at 308. 

Although many district courts have followed the approach of
the Sixth Circuit majority and the Seventh Circuit, other district
courts have agreed with Judge Thapar and Judge Silberman’s
position. See, e.g., Carpenter v. PetSmart, Inc., 441 F. Supp.
3d 1028, 1035 (S.D. Cal. 2020) (finding Bristol-Myers Squibb
applicable to class actions and collecting cases going in
different directions on the question).

3. a divided dc circuit declines to decide the question

before a class is certified. 

In Molock, the D.C. Circuit treated as premature the question of
whether a court in a nationwide class action must have personal
jurisdiction over the individual claims of individual unnamed
class members. The D.C. Circuit reasoned that, while it does
have the power to dismiss nonresident and absent class members’
claims, the appropriate time to do so would be when, if ever,
the class is certified. The court justified this finding by stating
that, “class certification [] brings unnamed class members into
the action and triggers due process limitations on a court’s exercise
of personal jurisdiction over their claims.” Molock, 952 F.3d at
298. The court reasoned that any personal jurisdictional rulings
over absent class members’ claims before class certification
would be “purely advisory” and prohibited pursuant to Article
III of the Constitution. Id. This was because, the court reasoned,
the putative class members and their claims are joined to the
action only after the class is certified.

As with the other approaches to the Bristol-Myers Squibb
question, district courts have also followed the D.C. Circuit’s
approach. See, e.g., Richards v. NewRez LLC, 2021 WL
1060286, at *18 (D. Md. Mar. 18, 2021).

b. the supreme court declines to review Mussat, another

petition pends.

The Supreme Court denied Certiorari in Mussat. Now, there is
pending before the Court a petition for Certiorari in  Ally
Financial Inc. v. Haskins, which is a case that has arisen from
Missouri state courts. Despite arising in state court (like Bristol-
Myers Squibb itself), Haskins raises jurisdictional questions
similar to those raised in the federal-court decisions considering
whether Bristol-Myers Squibb applies to class actions. See Pet.
for Cert., Ally Fin. Inc. v. Haskins, No. 20-177, 2020 WL
5751260 (U.S. August 14, 2020).  Yet, in opposing Certiorari,
plaintiffs argue that issues of, among other things, waiver make
the case a poor vehicle for Supreme Court review. Br. For
Respondents, Ally Fin. Inc. v. Haskins, No. 20-177, 2020 WL
7121784 (U.S. November 30, 2020).

Regardless of whether the Supreme Court accepts review in
Haskins (or if the case settles before the Court reviews it), one
thing is clear. Until the Supreme Court takes up this issue —
or a full consensus develops in reviewing courts — this issue
will continue to create divisions across the country.
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A N I N T E R V I E W W I T H

Judge JackWeinstein
By Hon. Jeffrey Cole and Hon. Robert Gettleman*

editor’s note

On June 15, 2021, Judge Jack Weinstein passed away at the age of 99. Befitting a life that is

the embodiment of the American dream, he went from working on the docks in Brooklyn to pay

for college to become one of the most renowned judges in the history of the federal judiciary – serving

for 53 years as a United States District Judge for the Eastern District of New York. He first achieved

recognition as a professor at Columbia University where he authored nationally recognized textbooks

and articles on evidence and civil procedure. He was an advisor to Senator Robert Kennedy and

to leaders of the Democratic and Republican Parties in New York on matters involving judicial

improvements in the state court system; he was counsel to a number of New York state legislative

committees and served as Commissioner of the Temporary New York State Commission on Reform

and Simplification of the New York State Constitution. He advised the New York State Constitutional

Convention, and he revised New York Civil Procedure and wrote the definitive treatise on the

subject. But this was just a foretaste of the greatness and national recognition he was to achieve

as a federal Judge. Among the many reforms and innovations he pioneered, Judge Weinstein

revolutionized the way in which mass tort actions like the Agent Orange and asbestos cases are

handled. Judge Weinstein, through his now classic treatise, Weinstein’s Federal Evidence, has 

Continued on page 21
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effectively replaced Wigmore as the definitive authority on evidence

for a whole generation of lawyers. A child of the Depression, he

began working when he was but nine years old – and never stopped

for the next 90 years of his life. Little wonder that well into his

90s he maintained a full calendar as a judge in one of the most

active courts in the country and continued to express himself

uninhibitedly, thoughtfully and provocatively on those questions

for which there are perhaps no right answers, but which each

generation seeks anew to resolve.

In 2013 Bob Gettleman and Jeff Cole interviewed the Judge in

his chambers in New York for LITIGATION magazine. In light of

Judge Weinstein’s recent passing, we thought it appropriate to

reprint the interview, and we do so with the generous permission

of LITIGATION Magazine.

Q: Thank you, Judge, for taking the time to talk to us. You were

born in Wichita but moved to Brooklyn as a child. How old

were you?

a: Four or five. I was brought up in Brooklyn and worked on

trucks in this very area for six years while I went to night

school at Brooklyn College.  

Q: You also worked on the docks, didn’t you?

a: Partly on the docks, partly in the office, partly loading and

doing various chores.

Q: How did your family get to Wichita?

a: My father was born in Hungary and came to this country

when he was about four, around the turn of the twentieth

century. My mother was born in Brooklyn a few doors from

the courthouse. My aunt Sadie’s husband had a clothing store

in Wichita, and he died suddenly. So there she was, alone with

two young boys and a store. My paternal grandfather sent my

father out to keep Sadie and her boys safe. He married mom

and they went out there. They spent six or seven really

wonderful years and absorbed the sense of Middle America,

which was quite different from what they had been exposed

to. My mother’s attitude was very different from her five

sisters’ and so was my dad’s. I think it was a result of that

Kansas experience. We enjoyed a different way of life than

the kind we have now. Open, welcoming. That experience

probably affected my life very strongly as well, because I

picked up the flavor of Middle America. Some of us got that

sense of another America in the war, being away for four

years. But Mom wanted to see her family and show off her

sons. So she insisted on coming back East. And what I saw

here when I worked on the docks and around the trucks was

the communication and relationships that harkened back to

the 1890s. Transportation was by ship up and down the east

coast and by railroad. We had a strike at one point, and we

had 20 horse wagon carts coming over and delivering goods.

The thirties were a kind of interesting, bridging the time periods.

I was lucky that way. Then I saw World War II, which was

another bridge into the future.

Q: Where did you serve?

a: In the Pacific on a submarine.

Q: When did you decide you wanted to be a lawyer?

a: I had graduated from Brooklyn College, and had no conception

of what I wanted to do. I had taken economic courses, but I

enjoyed my philosophy and mathematics and physics courses

more. So when it looked like the war was about to end, I

wrote home that I had three options: medicine, as a Jewish

boy with a good record in college; physics, because I’d

studied some in the Navy and at college, and I was intrigued

by this developing subject; and when you can’t decide what

you want to do, the law. So I wrote home, and my mother

sent me Holmes’ The Common Law, and I read it and couldn’t

understand it, but I decided law would be an interesting

thing to study.

Q: Where did she get a copy of The Common Law? 

a: She was a voracious reader. She won the gold medal at her

grammar school in Williamsburg, near where her father had a

shoe repair shop. When she graduated from eighth grade as the

top scholar, the principal wanted my grandfather to let her go to

high school. But women of her background were not permitted

that luxury at that time. So he sent her off to pluck feathers in a 

Continued on page 22
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factory where they made those hats with the bird feathers so

popular at that time. But she remained a voracious reader.

Her apartment was full of books, many had dollar bills stuck

in them, the result of the phobia about savings banks that

many people continued to have after the Depression.

Q: How did the Depression affect you?

a: I worked from the time I was nine; I was always trying to

find ways to earn money. My father, who was very charming

and bright, also was not permitted to go to school beyond

the sixth or seventh grade. He was carrying men’s clothing

on his back when he was 13. He got a job when he came back

from Wichita with the National Cash Register Company as

one of their first Jewish salesmen. When the Depression struck,

he lost his job. Like so many others, he tried to start a little

business. After the war, he came back to National Cash Register

and became a sales manager. He trained a whole core of

people and helped introduce a lot of the modern technology

in supermarkets. But in the thirties, we had to scrape together

money to pay the mortgage and put food on the table.   

Q: You were working 60 hours a week and going to night school

at Brooklyn College?

a: Yes. All the drivers and my boss, Al Burns, were so helpful

to me. None had any education, but they were supportive

because I was the first person they knew to go to college. Al

used to give me time off to study for my exams, which I

sometimes spent rowing in Prospect Park, and the others

would drive me when I had to get to school fast. So very

interesting the way the poor often looked after the poor. 

Q: By the time you started law school at Columbia, you were

married, with a baby?

a: Yes. The baby was born the first week of law school —

between the lecture on Development of Legal Institutions

at 9:00 to 10:00 and the lecture on Civil Practice from

11:00 to 12:00.

Q: Were you taking care of your son when you were in law school?

a: Evie and I lived with my parents in a basement apartment

my brother and I had built. She was a social worker who ran

a program for World War II veterans with psychiatric problems.

I came come home at 5:30; she’d hand the baby to me with

the bottle, get on the train, come back at 1:00 in the morning.

I would go up to Columbia, and she would have the baby. So

that’s the way we worked it.

Q: Were there quotas in those days for Jewish students?

a: Not at Columbia, as far as I’m aware. But in downtown New

York, there was a great deal of anti-Semitism, and I couldn’t

get a job even though I was at the top of the class, lectured at

Columbia, and had clerked for Stanley Fuld, who was then

considered one of the preeminent common-law judges. 

Q: That was Justice Frankfurter’s and Justice Ginsburg’s

experience. 

a: Well, she had a double problem. She was female and Jewish.

So after I left Stanley, I set up practice for myself in a little hole

in the wall at 42nd Street and Lexington Avenue, which. I

shared with about a half a dozen good lawyers. I had one

partner when I started. I got overflow from the other people

in the suite. I got appeals almost immediately because of my

connection with Fuld. Probably through him and others, I

became counsel to a Republican state senator and. Then for

some of the committees. The pay at that time for associates

in the large firms was about $6,000 a year. My first year in

practice I earned over $20,000, which was a huge sum of

money for Evie and me. And then I got this call out of the

blue from Dean Smith asking if I’d be interested in becoming

a professor at Columbia. 

Q: And so you gave up your practice to become a full-time

professor at Columbia Law School. 

a: Yes. But I still consulted with the legislators at the capitol in

Albany and did some private work and worked for the NAACP.

Q: What did you teach?

a: I taught some English history, the development of legal

institutions, criminal law, civil procedure, and accounting.

When Jerry Michael died, I took over his courses in evidence

and civil procedure.

Continued on page 23
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Q: Your first evidence book was with Professors Maguire and

Edmund Morgan? How did that come about?

a: I started to put together materials

as soon as I began to teach. I met

Eddie Morgan of Harvard at NYU.

We were both called to a conference

on Israeli problems. We were to

advise the Israeli mission with

respect to a code of evidence for

Israel. This was about 1954–55.

Morgan was about my present age

and I was in my thirties. But this

little fellow — he was half my size

— and I walked from NYU to the

bar association where he was going

to deliver a lecture, and we had fun

together. He asked me if I would

revise his casebook, and I did. It

turned out pretty well.

Q: And Maguire?

a: Maguire was more passive in the

operation. Morgan was very peppy.

He was involved in writing on the

Sacco, Vanzetti case. Then he

defended his former student, Alger

Hiss, who was in the State Department, later accused of

treason. He couldn’t believe Hiss would do anything wrong. 

Q: How did you meet Robert Kennedy?

a: I was chairman of a state reapportionment committee for the

Democratic Party on redistricting. Through that, I came into

contact with Senator Kennedy and Bill Van der Hennel, his

man in New York and I did some work advising the senator

on some criminal law issues. Then I was appointed to advise

his committee revising the New York court system. This was

’56, very shortly after I got up to Columbia. I was revising

New York practice, which became the New York Civil Practice

Law and Rules, N.Y.C.P.L.R. We revised the whole practice. I

don’t know how it all happened. I was just a kid from Kansas

and Bensonhurst, and these things were happening to me. And

I did help him with some federal legislation. He took a shine to

me. I don’t know why. He wanted to run me for state attorney

general, but they needed an Italian. Weinstein was not an Italian

name, so they couldn’t follow his wishes.

Q: But you did run for something?

a: I ran for the state constitutional convention, and then I later ran

for chief judge of the State of New York.

Q: After you were a district judge?

a: Yes. The only two people who ever

did that were Learned Hand and me.

Hand did that in 1912 when he ran on

the Bull Moose Party line. He ran

because he was a great friend and

admirer of Roosevelt. 

Q: That cost him a seat on the

Supreme Court?

a: Yes, because Taft, of course, hated

him. Because of Roosevelt’s run, Taft

lost the presidency to Wilson. But I ran

for a different reason. In the course of

working for the Tweed Commission

and working as a reporter on New York

State practice, and as a judge, I was

appalled by the New York State system

of justice. The breakdown of the system

was partly due to the fact that no one

had any interest in administration. The

quality of the judges was generally poor,

whether appointed by the politicians in Brooklyn or the upstate

Republicans. I called Bill Van der Hennel and asked him to

tell the senator that I’d take that appointment he had offered

me to the Eastern District. I had turned down an appointment

to the Southern District earlier. I wasn’t interested in that.

Q: Why not?

a: I was happy at Columbia and with all the other things I

was doing.

Continued on page 24
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Q: What year was that?

a: About 1965. I later discovered in kind of a strange way why,

in addition to wanting to find a good way of getting away

from Albany, I accepted the Eastern District appointment.

Would you like to know how I discovered why, subconsciously,

I finally took the opening in Brooklyn?   

Q: Absolutely. 

a: The dean at Harvard offered me a professorship. I said I

wasn’t interested. I loved Columbia. I didn’t want to leave.

I had a beautiful office in that old building overlooking The

Thinker in the courtyard. I was doing a lot of writing on

procedure and evidence. But my father’s headquarters was

on Atlantic Avenue, just down the street from the courthouse.

Dad used to take me to lunch from time to time and point

out the judges eating nearby. And that’s why I became a

judge in the Eastern District. 

Q: Was your dad alive when you were appointed to the court?

a: No. My mom was. He was, I think, killed by the stresses of

the way he was brought up, in the Depression, anti-Semitism,

lack of good medical care. It was a very rough world.

Q: You actually ran for Chief Judge of the New York Court of

Appeals while on the federal bench?

a: Fortunately I didn’t get the nomination. That was the last

time a sitting federal judge ran for office while on the bench.

Q: In an article in the Cardozo Law Review, you say: “Trial judges

have a wonderful window on our fascinating, ever-changing

world and its vastly different people. The most vulnerable

persons I have seen were often the most abused. As trial judges

we see the people who need our help. The court should step in

where the law allows us to protect them politically and socially.

The cases and issues are not abstract. So where does this all

leave me after more than three score years as a member of the

legal community? Clinging to the tiller — respect for the law

and my colleagues on the bench, and the bar and at the

academies. Fervently hoping that the Supreme Court’s present

majority will modify its dependence on rigid theory in favor

of a more generous attitude toward the needs of the people

we all serve.”[“The Role of Judges in a Government Of, By,

and For the People: Notes For the Fifty-Eighth Cardozo

Lecture,” 30 Cardozo L. Rev. 1 (2008)].

a: Well, I meant a little more flexibility. I think the right-leaning

majority is more abstract than it needs to be and less flexible.

I am brought back to the New Deal Supreme Court. They’re

all very good people, very bright, and it’s not partisan in a

political Republican-Democrat sense. But its attitude towards

life and its vagaries and difficulties. I think the very nature

of the process now, including the fact that all have come up

on an escalator from law school, to cushy law jobs, to appellate

judgeships. They’re not amenable to changes in public news.

You see it in connection with the sodomy cases and the cases

which will be coming up on homosexuality and “don’t ask,

don’t tell.” The whole nature of the attitude of the public has

changed. So, they respond to some extent, but I think that

they’re out of touch with the needs of a very large portion

of our population and more in tune with the population they

knew coming up. It’s not that I would be a better Supreme

Court justice. I’m not bright enough to do that job, particularly

now. But I do have a sense of people’s problems, having come

up and seeing all the people in trouble. Seeing what I saw on

the docks and what I felt being a kind of a misfit as a student.

I was transformed by luck into this position. I saw things about

the way the real world operates on people that is somewhat

lacking on the Supreme Court. People like Hugo Black and

other non-appellate judges are needed, I think.

Q: You had expressed some provocative and controversial views

about sentencing in child pornography cases. Could you talk

about that a little?

a: First of all, I think that the minimum mandatory penalties

generally are dreadful. When I began as a judge, every

sentence involved a meeting of three of the judges and the

chief probation officer, and we’d discuss the sentence. The

sentences were much lighter. 

Q: Across the board?

a: Yes. Even where some were high, we had a parole service

that cut off the high sentences. People don’t realize that the

earlier sentences were much more equitable because of that

cutoff. We could, within 90 days, change our sentence. So we

could whip the person in public, and then we’d let them think

about it and take care of the family, and within 90 days drop it to

a more reasonable figure. So, effectively, although the sentencing

system was attacked, we had a system that didn’t work too badly,

and it gave us about 100,000 people in prison when I came in —

both state and federal. Guidelines were abstractions, theoretically

sound and designed for openness, transparency, uniformity,

et cetera, but based upon criteria and minimums that raised 

Continued on page 25
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the punishments enormously until today. We have the

highest percentage of people in the penitentiary in the

world. Individuals committing sexual crimes are going to be

supervised for the rest of their lives. So you have an enormous

percentage of our population subject to control under the

criminal law. There has been a huge, unthinking expansion of

the federal criminal law to include all kinds of new crimes,

including a vast extension of pornography through the

Internet. We have about 150 federal minimums, including

minimums for drugs, minimums for guns, and minimums on

pornography. The child pornography cases I’ve seen very

often involve people with a proclivity for viewing this stuff in

private, but provide no danger to acting out in society.

Q: Are you talking about child pornography or all pornography? 

a: All pornography. There was one Supreme Court justice who,

one of his clerks told me, had a good pornography collection,

adult pornography I assume. Adult pornography can’t be

dealt with criminally anymore because it’s so prevalent in

our society. But it’s child pornography that has become the

focus of this intent to punish. Now, some of it is justified,

at least indirectly, because if you look at this stuff and you

buy it through the Internet, you encourage the industry. But

that effect is relatively minor compared to the harm it does

to individual cases such as some of those that I’ve had and

that other judges have had. I think almost all the judges I’ve

spoken to on this court are very much upset by some of the

prosecutions. People who have done no wrong and will do

no wrong except to watch in private. And they have this

mandatory five years — some cases more — with a lifetime

of supervision. In some cases, they can’t live in communities,

they can’t get jobs. I have a whole series of heartbreaking

letters from wives, mothers, and others whose families are

utterly destroyed. The cases are very easy to make because

the FBI can trace them, and most of this pornography comes

from countries abroad — Russia, Ukraine, Philippines. It

bounces back and forth. You almost never get the people

who are responsible for whatever commerce there is. But

the prosecution can pick up anybody who’s involved here

and make an indestructible case. For anybody who wants to

run for office, this is an easy way to make a reputation. Taking

into account the risks and benefits, in many instances the

punishment involved is simply non-justifiable. Particularly

when I knew because I asked them, the jury would have

wanted a defendant treated rather than incarcerated. So, like

so many of these cases, you have to make subtle distinctions

based upon the nature of the case and the kinds of situations

you want to deal with, and the mandatory minimums don’t

permit it. Many of them have, I won’t say scientific, but no

statistical basis. They are based upon the frenzy of the moment.

A lot of the drug cases are themselves over-prosecuted and

over-sentenced. A lot of it is racially motivated. 

Q: Is not the difference between the mandatory minimums in the

child porn cases and mandatory minimums in the drug cases

the result of different motivations? 

a: No. Because you visualize your own children or grandchildren

and you think, God, it could have happened to us, and

there’s a frenzy.

Q: Didn’t the Second Circuit in one of your cases suggest that

you had the discretion to tell the jury about the mandatory

sentence in advance of the verdict?

a: Yes. But they made sure that I didn’t do it. There I went

back to Justice Scalia’s theory about the original meaning

of the jury. It’s clear that in 1790 juries knew what the

punishment would be, and if they didn’t, the judge would

tell them: If you find over five shillings, it’s a mandatory

death sentence. Under five shillings, it’s not. And you have

case after case where they’re told that, and they’d come in

just under five shillings. It was historically a valid argument.

And up to 1890, the jury had enormous discretion. Now nobody

knows what’s going to happen, and you have a different kind

of a jury than in colonial times. You have a professionalization

of the law. What is now happening is that the control of criminal

cases primarily by the jury, which is what we had when we

began, was attenuated. First, it was expanded during the Jackson

period. Then it was attenuated in order to prevent juries from

hurting the railroads and others, which was important to expand

our commerce. And then about 1890, you had the Supreme

Court saying flatly you can’t tell the jury about punishment

And that is a continuing process. We have summary judgment.

We have very strong jury charges. We have Twombly with respect

to what you have to allege in order to go forward with your

case. And now people asking why we don’t have more jury

trials. Well, there are a lot of things that happened: expense,

discovery, et cetera. What’s happened to the jury trial is that

we, the judges, have murdered the jurors over a period of years

by making them irrelevant and taking away whatever power

we could because we wanted to control what the law was. We

didn’t want the wild card of the jury in there. So the process

has made the jury somewhat irrelevant in what is a basic use

of criminal law to control society.

Continued on page 26
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Q: Do you find a drop-off in jury trials in criminal cases over

the years?

a: Sure. That’s partly due to another

factor in this homicide of the jury. 

Q: We are sliding into jury nullification

here. 

a: I think it has to be controlled. There

are excessive verdicts and things like

that, and there should be new trials

to protect defendants against prejudice

or miscarriage of justice. Within a

large area, we should depend upon the

jury to bring to bear what happens and

is happening in our culture because

judges, more than anybody else, are

cut off. We’re generally old. Our

children are grown up so we don’t see

what’s going on in their world. Our

friends are rich and successful. We

don’t have to worry about income.

We’re out of touch with what’s going on.

What is appropriate in the workplace?

Can you, as an employee or supervisor,

put your arm around a woman and

say how are your kids, how are you

feeling? Squeeze her arm, squeeze a

man’s arm? Can you touch a child?

Can you make an off-color joke and refer to something on

TV? I don’t know what’s accepted anymore. You need a

jury for that kind of stuff. So too with the changing attitudes

with respect to homosexuality. We have to take account of all

of that, and we judges are not in a position to do it. That’s the

great benefit of the traditional jury system.

Q: All the things you’ve just talked about are among the themes

you touched on in the 2008 Cardozo Lecture, “The Role of

Judges in a Government Of, By and For the People.” How did

you come up with that title and what did you mean by it?

a: I’d been reading about Lincoln. I’d gone to Gettysburg and

spent three days there going over the battlefield. The first

books I bought as a teenager were the four volume set of

The Prairie Years; I still have it. I didn’t have much money,

but I bought that. I’d been fascinated by Lincoln.   

Q: You draw a distinction between sympathy and empathy and

the “struggl[e] to steer a straight course in the tumultuous

narrow seas between the hard rock of unfeeling abstraction

and the treacherous whirlpool of unrestrained empathy and

compassion for those who come before me” [30 Cardozo L.

Rev. at 232].  

a: Well, the Bible and our sense of morality. But it’s embodied in

our oath of office, stating that you can’t have sympathy for the

rich or the poor. But you have to have

some empathy in order to understand

where people come from. Walk in their

shoes, in a sense, to understand their

feelings, what motivates them, what their

aims are, in order to adjudicate. So

there is this kind of subtle distinction

as we apply it. 

Q: You were on the Brown v. Board of

Education team. How did that come to

be and what was your role?

a: I did very little. I was then in my

second year of teaching at Columbia.

Walter Gellhorn was giving a course

in which students would go out to

various civil rights organizations such

as the NAACP, the ACLU, and others,

and they would write a short paper for

discussion with Walter. Walter asked

me to come with him to a conference

being run by Thurgood Marshall at the

city bar association. He said he thought I

would find the case they were working

on interesting. There was a little subgroup

talking about some aspect of the brief.

And I sat in, and Thurgood asked if I would take over the

chairmanship of the group. I didn’t know anything about any

of this stuff. I’d never taken constitutional law, even after law

school. So I took over the group in the usual way a chairman

does, and after an hour or so, I called in a secretary (who

later became Thurgood’s second wife — she accused me of

always dictating too fast). I dictated a consensus. Everybody

agreed. And that’s how I started. Poor Evie and the kids

suffered, because I’d spend so much time at the city bar

library, at the NAACP legal defense headquarters, and often

overnight at the Algonquin Hotel, across from the city bar.

Continued on page 27
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Q: What was your impression of Marshall?

a: Superb. Absolutely superb.

Q: You have been quoted as saying that the expansion of federal
crimes has compromised the capacity of the federal courts to
adjudicate the kinds of cases that traditionally have been the
staple of federal practice. Is a partial solution to increase the
number of federal judges?

a: That is an option with costs. When you expand a court
substantially, you change the nature of the court system,
and you risk making the job somewhat less interesting, which
can have an influence on the quality of people who might
otherwise aspire to be federal judges. So what I’m saying is
expansion is often desirable but it has limitations.

Q: What is your view of having specialized judges in the
federal system?

a: I agree with Judge Friendly’s view that it is desirable that federal
judges be generalists. It makes the job more exciting and gives
the judge a breadth of vision and understanding that he or
she wouldn’t get in a system with a specialized judiciary.

Q: You conduct certain proceedings without your robe?

a: All of them.

Q: Have you always done it that way?

a: Pretty much from the outset. The only time I didn’t do it
was when my mother was alive. Her apartment overlooked
the Statute of Liberty down the street, and the marshals would
call up and tell my secretary, “tell the judge his mother is
coming up.” And I’d have to put my robe on.

Q: What prompted you not to wear a robe?

a: Because if I’m working across the table, particularly in a
bench trial, the witness is here, you’re talking to me so
you’re not talking at the top of your lungs trying to browbeat
your opponent but we’re discussing things, and what’s the
point of my having a robe on? When there’s a jury, I don’t
use the robe because very often I’ll walk up and sit in the
jury box to see what the jury is seeing. I’ve never used a

gavel once. I’ll sometimes hold my finger up to signal quiet.
What do I need a gavel for? Also, I don’t allow people to
come in in shackles or anything like that. It doesn’t affect
security. I just have the marshals sit behind the defendant.

Q: Is there any other judge you know of who does not wear a robe?

a: There was the famous Judge Johnson of Alabama. And they
didn’t use robes in the Massachusetts courts until about the
turn of the twentieth century. The robe was all part of the
professional elevation of judges.

Q: How has legal practice changed most in the 60-some years since
you came to the bar?

a: I think it’s probably more venal than it used to be. People don’t
have any sense of proportion anymore.

Q: You’re not a fan of sanctions in the form of attorneys’ fees are you?

a: No. It creates all kinds of ancillary litigation, which is more trouble
than it’s worth. Rule 11 was a mistake, in my judgment. It seems
to me unnecessary as a tool to help with the control of a case. The
rule, itself, is based on the notion that there is abuse by the lawyers,
which, in my view, doesn’t exist on any substantial basis. 

Q: So lawyers here know not to make those motions before you?

a: I haven’t had a motion like that in 25 years. What’s the point of it?

Q: How do you work with your clerks in terms of drafting the
opinion?

a: Some things I write out myself in longhand or dictate parts of.
Sometimes I write a few introductory pages or an outline for the
clerk. My clerks and I exchange drafts back and forth which will
be expanded, revised, expanded, revised, expanded. The district
court has a lot more flexibility than the court of appeals. I can
devote six months or eight months to one case. As the drafts get
exchanged, we may see new issues and may ask for further
briefing on an issue.

Q: Are you ever “overruled” by your law clerks?

a: Sure. Where that doesn’t ever happen, you can make
mistakes. You’ve got to be particularly careful if you think
you know the subject. Herbert Wexler once told me that the
cases Justice Stone’s clerks had the most difficulty with
were the ones Stone had taught at Columbia. So I have to
be very careful when I’m dealing with areas I’m perhaps
most familiar with. I have to pick up the rule, look at it,
and not just trust my memory. 

Q: Thank you, Judge. It’s been a real privilege for us.
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Settlement conferences are an important part of the alternative dispute resolution (ADR) processes

that have been integrated into federal court: ten district courts designate settlement conferences as the

sole type of ADR process authorized by local rule, and federal magistrate judges conducted more than

21,000 settlement conferences/mediations each year in 2017 and 2018.1 A settlement conference may

be held by the district or magistrate judge assigned to the case, or by a judge who is not assigned to

the case. Judges have considerable discretion not only in how the settlement conference should be

conducted, but even in whether to convene one. Bierk v. Tango Mobile, LLC, 2021 WL 2681901, at *1

(N.D. Ill. 2021). They may use methods associated with facilitative mediation, in which they do not

tell the parties their analysis of the case. They may also use traditional evaluative techniques and may

push the parties hard to settle the case and clear the court docket.

Most cases settle before trial: the percentage of federal civil cases resolved by jury trials is

approximately 1%. Because a settlement conference may be a party’s “day in court,” the settlement

conference process must provide both substantive and procedural fairness to the parties. This Article

will examine some of the ways the settlement conference process in federal court falls short of the

mark, and suggests several ways how settlement conferences may be improved. First, because of 

Continued on page 29

*Before becoming a United States Magistrate Judge, Judge Lynch was a State of New Mexico District Judge for the Fifth
Judicial District from 1995 to 2005. For the next twelve years Judge Lynch served as a United States Magistrate Judge for
the District of New Mexico, retiring in 2017. This article is abstracted from Why Settle for Less? Improving Settlement
Conferences in Federal Court, 94 Wash. L. Rev. 1233 (2019) and is published with the gracious permission of Judge Lynch.

Improving
Settlement Conferences

inFederal Court 
By Hon. William P. Lynch*

Federal court judges have long used settlement conferences to control their dockets. Do they

provide litigants with both substantive and procedural justice? Recent studies of judicial decision

making and case law highlight certain risks posed by settlement conferences and suggest several 

important changes to improve the settlement conference process.
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the danger of judicial coercion at settlement conference and

because judges may be improperly influenced by their

participation in settlement conferences,  trial and pretrial judges

should not hold settlement conferences in

their own cases. Second, to assure

confidentiality and to decrease satellite

litigation over the extent of participation at

settlement conference, courts should adopt

an objective standard for assessing good

faith participation at a settlement conference.

Third, there are several procedural reforms

that will improve the actual and perceived

fairness of the conference.

the potential for coercion

Courts must provide litigants with a forum

in which they will receive both substantive

and procedural justice. Procedural fairness in

ADR includes an opportunity for the parties to

express their positions, thorough consideration

of the issues by a neutral decision maker,

and lack of pressure or coercion to settle

the case. The Commentary to the Code of

Conduct for federal judges cautions that “[a]

judge may encourage and seek to facilitate

settlement but should not act in a manner that coerces any

party into surrendering the right to have the controversy

resolved by the courts.”2 Parties who feel pressured during a

settlement conference to settle their case will not respect the

process, undermining public respect for the judicial system.

Judges can get caught up in their zeal to settle cases, and judicial

involvement in settlement conferences brings with it the possibility

that the case will settle because of an explicit threat of coercion.

Some judges are forceful “arm-twisters” and are proud of the

assertive style they use at settlement conference. In one case,

where the defendant was sanctioned for failing to settle before

trial, the trial judge stated that he was “determined to get the

attention of the carrier [and that] the carriers are going to have

to wake up when a judge tells them that [he wants] to settle a

case and they don’t want to settle it.”3

Even if judges do not explicitly threaten parties, there is an implicit

threat of coercion present with judicial involvement in settlement

discussions. Parties may worry that adverse consequences will

follow if they do not settle the case at the conference. If the trial

or pretrial judge holds the settlement conference, a party may

fear that its refusal to settle could affect the judge’s subsequent

rulings on matters (i.e., discovery issues, dispositive motions,

motions in limine, jury instructions). The lawyers may also worry

that the judge will hold their actions at settlement conference

against them in future cases.

A study conducted in the Southern District

of Ohio that compared attorneys’ attitudes

about various forms of ADR confirms these

fears. Lawyers who participated in the study

thought that they could be less candid and

less able to explore settlement with judges

assigned to the case without prejudice to the

ongoing litigation if the case did not settle.4

They also believed that judges assigned to the

case were much more likely to be biased

than the other neutrals.

The potential for coercion is exacerbated by

Rule 16, which allows the court to sanction

a party who does not participate in good faith

in the conference. Unfortunately, the Rule

and Advisory Committee notes do not define

what constitutes good faith participation

and courts have taken differing positions.

Courts consistently state that a judge may

not coerce a settlement or force a party to

make an offer at a settlement conference. As the Fifth Circuit

stated, “[T]here is no meaningful difference between coercion

of an offer and coercion of a settlement: if a party is forced to

make a settlement offer because of the threat of sanctions, and

the offer is accepted, a settlement has been achieved through

coercion.”5 There are many reasons why a party might not be

interested in negotiating at a settlement conference. Plaintiffs

may refuse to accept less than the defendant’s insurance policy

limits in a case involving wrongful death or serious personal

injury because of the extent of the damages or because of a

potential bad faith claim, while defendants may refuse to make

an offer if they believe they are not liable. In addition, both sides

may wish to establish favorable legal precedent, send signals of

Continued on page 30
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resolve to other potential adversaries, or secure the procedural

protections and public visibility that trials afford.

Under Rule 16’s ambiguous standard, judges have considerable

discretion to interpret what constitutes good faith participation at a

settlement conference, and the line between acceptably encouraging

a settlement and unacceptably coercing settlement is not bright

because the boundaries of sanctionable conduct seem to vary by judge.

For example, in a later Fifth Circuit case, the court affirmed an award

of sanctions despite the fact that the defendant increased its settlement

offer by 100% at the settlement conference. The court inferred lack

of good faith participation in part from defendant’s refusal to make

a settlement offer “with a realistic potential of being accepted

by the plaintiff.”6 The lack of an objective standard for assessing

good faith participation at a settlement conference may contribute

to a parties’ perception of coercion at settlement conference.

loss of confidentiality

Confidentiality is essential to the integrity of ADR processes. It

allows parties to raise sensitive issues and discuss creative ideas

and solutions that they may otherwise be unwilling to discuss.

Instead of imposing a national standard for rules on confidentiality,

the Alternative Dispute Resolution Act of 1998 directed local

districts to provide for the confidentiality of ADR processes and to

prohibit the disclosure of confidential communications.7 This

process led to inconsistent rules being adopted by the federal

district courts. Some districts, by local rule, have provided for

confidentiality only as provided in Federal Rule of Evidence 408.

While Rule 408 prohibits the use of settlement communications to

establish liability or damages, it does not preclude their use to

prove other matters, such as bad faith participation at a settlement

conference.8 Other districts have not addressed the issue of

confidentiality for settlement conferences, while some districts

provide more expansive confidentiality protections. Yet, by requiring

the settlement conference judge to evaluate what occurred at the

settlement conference and report bad faith participation to the

court, other districts undercut their promise of confidentiality. 

Confidentiality is even more important to the parties where

participation in the settlement conference is court ordered. To

the extent that parties fear that their discussions at the settlement

conference will be used against them later, they are more likely

to behave strategically in settlement talks. They will disclose less

information to the judge, which will give the judge less to work

with and could lead to a break down in settlement discussions. 

To be effective at a settlement conference, judges need to build

relationships with the parties. A duty to report bad faith participation

may move the judge from a neutral stance to a judgmental stance,

threatening the judge’s ability to build appropriate relationships.

Further, the neutrality of the judge is important to the parties’

perception of the fairness of the settlement conference process.

Their perceptions of fairness are likely to be undermined by their

knowledge that the judge may disclose confidential communications

or behaviors during the settlement conference. To ensure the

integrity of settlement conferences, settlement conference

communications should not be disclosed in a motion that seeks

sanctions for failing to participate in good faith.

satellite litigation

One of the stated purposes of the Alternative Dispute Resolution

Act of 1998 was to reduce crowded dockets through “greater

efficiency in achieving settlements.”9 Motions seeking sanctions for

failure to participate in good faith at a settlement conference

have increased significantly and threaten to undercut the premise

that settlement conferences help reduce court congestion. 

Litigation over the good faith participation requirement in

court-mandated ADR has increased greatly in recent years. In

2010 Michael Dickey reported that there had been an explosion in

motion practice related to good faith participation at court-ordered

mediation.10 That trend now appears in motions concerning

Rule 16’s requirement that the parties participate at the settlement

conference in good faith. For example, the Western District of

Pennsylvania issued eight opinions in two years concerning good

faith participation at court-annexed ADR.11 Many other courts

have been forced to address claims that a party did not participate

in good faith at a settlement conference.12 This mirrors what

happened in Illinois state court after the Illinois Supreme Court

in 1993 adopted a rule requiring good faith participation in

court-annexed ADR. A flood of litigation ensued concerning

the parameters of good faith participation and appropriate

sanctions, with at least nineteen reported cases from the Illinois

Court of Appeals in the next five and one-half years addressing

these issues.

Continued on page 31
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When deciding whether to sanction a party for failing to act in

good faith at a settlement conference, the court is forced to delve

into that party’s motives for its actions. The sanctioned party

may file multiple motions concerning the sanctions which the

court will have to resolve, with the possibility of an appeal to

the district judge or circuit court. Further, parties may be tempted

to file tactically driven motions for sanctions. While ostensibly

seeking sanctions for bad faith participation, the moving party may

primarily seek to gain a litigation advantage over the other party or

to bias the judge against the other party. Rather than reducing

court dockets, litigation over whether a party participated in

good faith at a settlement conference may actually increase

court congestion.

iMproving settleMent conferences

There are several changes to Rule 16 or to local district court

rules that would improve settlement conferences in federal court.

First, Rule 16 should be amended to provide that district and

magistrate judges may not hold a settlement conference in their

own cases. Second, courts should adopt an objective standard for

assessing good faith participation at a settlement conference. Third,

there are several procedural protections necessary to ensure that

settlement conferences are held in an appropriate manner.

trial Judges should not conduct settleMent

conferences

In addition to concerns about judicial coercion at settlement

conferences, recent studies of decision making by judges raise

several questions about whether a judge assigned to the case

should hold a settlement conference. First, judges may have

difficulty disregarding inadmissible information learned during

the settlement conference. Second, they may be improperly

influenced by their feelings about the litigants based on information

learned during the settlement conference. Third, their decision

making after an unsuccessful settlement conference may be impacted

by intuitive biases triggered at the settlement conference.

Psychological studies demonstrate that people have difficulty

disregarding information once they have learned it. An empirical

study by Andrew Wistrich and his co-authors confirms that

judges who learn inadmissible information are often unable to

disregard that information when making decisions later.13 The

judges in the study had difficulty disregarding information that

they received in a variety of contexts in civil and criminal cases,

and it influenced their decisions even when they had ruled that

the information was not admissible. The authors conclude that

the mental contamination or belief perseverance that persists after

judges learn inadmissible information can operate outside conscious

thought, and that judges are unable to ignore inadmissible

information most of the time.

During a jury trial, the Federal Rules of Evidence limit the evidence

that a judge will hear, and the judge will have no contact with the

parties or insurers. In contrast, during a settlement conference

the judge will have direct personal contact with the litigants, their

lawyers, and insurers, and the Federal Rules of Evidence do not

apply. The judge will likely discuss with the parties and counsel

their analysis of any pending or anticipated motions. The judge

will learn the policy limits of any applicable insurance, counsel’s

evaluation of the strength and weaknesses of the case, and their

view of its most likely outcome. Because many judges conduct

separate sessions with each party, neither party knows exactly

what the other party discussed with the judge and consequently

cannot rebut any one-sided information or argument they provided.

The judge may also be privy to the feelings of the parties, their

motivations, and any personal reasons that impact resolution of

the case. Thus, a judge is likely to be exposed to a great deal of

inadmissible information during a settlement conference and may

have trouble disregarding it in later rulings if the settlement

conference is unsuccessful.

A second danger is that a judge may be influenced by feelings

about the parties that are generated during the conference. A

judge may be exposed to a broad spectrum of emotions from

the parties as the settlement conference progresses. Emotions

can affect people’s cognitive processing, guiding their perceptions

of others, and shaping their attitudes and beliefs about people

and issues. Even deliberative reasoning can be influenced by a

person’s emotional reactions. 

A recent study of how judges reacted to both sympathetic and

non-sympathetic parties demonstrates that judges’ emotions and

reactions to parties can influence their judgment.14 In one of the

studies, the judges were asked to decide whether a debtor would

be allowed to discharge credit card debt under the Bankruptcy

Code. Half of the judges read a version of the case in which the

debtor incurred the debt during a spring break trip to Florida, 

Continued on page 32
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while the other half were told that the debtor incurred the debt

during a visit to her mother in Florida who had cancer and needed

assistance with her medication. While the reason for the debt was

not relevant, the judges in the latter

group allowed their sympathy to

influence their decisions: 52% of

the judges who reviewed the “sick

mother” version discharged the debt,

compared to 32% of the judges

who reviewed the “spring break”

version. In another study, judges

were asked to dismiss charges of

possession of marijuana because

the defendant obtained a medical

marijuana registration card from his

physician after his arrest. Half of

the judges were informed that the

nineteen-year old defendant was

being treated for occasional mild

seizures, was unemployed, and on

probation for beating an ex-girlfriend, while the other half of the

judges were told that the fifty-five year old defendant had cancer,

was married with three children, employed as an accountant, and

had no criminal record. Again, the judges were more lenient with

the more sympathetic defendant: 84% of the judges dismissed the

charges against the fifty-five year old defendant, while only 54%

of the judges dismissed the charges against the nineteen-year

old defendant.

The authors concluded that the studies demonstrated clear

evidence that emotions influence judges: the judges consistently

favored the litigant who generated the more sympathetic

response. And the judges’ favoritism extended beyond simply

finding the facts of the case: the study demonstrates that emotion

influences how judges interpret and apply the law even in the

setting of pretrial motions. The authors conclude that, without

consciously being aware of it, judges covertly lean toward the

more likable or sympathetic party, resulting in that party prevailing

more often than the less sympathetic party on seemingly objective

and legitimate grounds.

Finally, judges, like all people, are subject to intuitive biases, and

some of the intuitive biases formed at a settlement conference

may unconsciously impact a judge’s rulings after the conference.15

Anchoring  - getting stuck on numbers that do not necessarily

provide relevant information - can exert a powerful effect on

judgment and may influence judges’ civil damage awards. Even

if the judge does not suggest that the parties settle for a certain

amount, the judge will likely form an initial opinion of the case

based on the information presented at the settlement conference.

This could trigger confirmation bias — where the judge might

unconsciously seek additional information that confirms the

judge’s initial opinion — and biased assimilation — where the

judge may assess evidence by the

extent to which it is consistent with

that initial opinion. Judges are

subject to the hindsight bias, which

generally benefits tort plaintiffs

because the bias makes it seem as if

the defendant had a greater ability

to predict what occurred than was

actually true. Judges also tend to

undervalue statistical information

when assessing liability (the

representativeness bias).

Because judges may be improperly

influenced by their participation at

settlement conference, Rule 16

should be amended to prohibit trial

judges from holding settlement conferences in their cases, and

pretrial judges should not rule on dispositive motions after an

unsuccessful settlement conference.

good faith participation: an obJective standard

To ensure that parties do not feel coerced into settling their

case and to reduce the likelihood of satellite litigation, courts

should adopt an objective standard for assessing whether a

party participated in good faith at a settlement conference.

Sanctions are appropriate if a party violates a rule or order

specifying objectively-determinable conduct. For example, in the

District of Hawaii, sanctions may be imposed if a party, lawyer, or

insurance representative fails to attend the settlement conference or

fails to submit a position paper prior to the settlement conference.16

Sanctions may also be imposed if a party violates an order that

directs the parties to notify the court before the settlement

conference if the party is not prepared to negotiate at the

settlement conference.

Continued on page 33
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Courts should not award sanctions based on a subjective

evaluation of good faith participation. Subjective behaviors

include failing to bargain sufficiently and failing to make a

reasonable offer. Even the proponents of a “good faith

participation” standard admit the phrase is ambiguous, and

ambiguity about the level of participation required at the

conference does not provide the parties with a clear understanding

of what they must do to comply. The participants at a settlement

conference — the parties, lawyers, insurers and judge — may

have different interests and perspectives about settlement. They

are all subject to intuitive biases that may produce errors when

attempting to resolve a case at a settlement conference. It can

be extremely difficult to evaluate subjective claims of bad faith

and distinguish good faith from bad faith participation at a

settlement conference. A party should not have to surrender its

honest evaluation of the case to avoid the imposition of sanctions

based on a court’s subjective evaluation of whether the party

participated in good faith at the settlement conference.

In my opinion, courts should also refrain from requiring parties

to attend a settlement conference with “full settlement authority.”17

Requiring a party to appear with “full settlement authority”

ignores the reality of pretrial bargaining. Settlement conferences

are not held in a vacuum; they are part of a larger negotiation

process by which the parties try to resolve the case. The process

generally includes discussions between counsel involving initial

offers and counteroffers that are often extreme. Counsel may

offer proposals that are predictably unacceptable, or fail to

respond meaningfully to the other sides’ offers. There is generally

a range within which settlement can occur, and parties often

bargain strategically, disguising their true intentions and desires,

in order to obtain the most beneficial settlement. Parties may

press arguments known to be specious, conceal significant

information, attempt to obscure weaknesses, divert attention

away from the main analytical matter, and remain rigidly attached

to positions not sincerely held. Parties may begin bargaining at

a conference using an adversarial approach and may make few

concessions until the settlement conference is almost over. At

that point, they may switch to a more cooperative approach

and make concessions to attempt to reach a deal just before the

conference concludes.

The reality of pretrial bargaining is reflected in two recent

wrongful death cases that I mediated. The parties began with

fairly extreme initial positions. The plaintiffs demanded 15 million

dollars and 12 million dollars respectively, and the defense in

both cases started the negotiations at $0. In the first case there

were issues of comparative fault by the decedent, while in the

second case there was an issue of whether the defendant driver

was within the course and scope of employment when the accident

occurred. In both cases the defendants included corporations with

ample insurance coverage. During the mediation both sides

moved incrementally towards the middle while stressing their

strongest arguments and downplaying their weaknesses. Neither

case settled during the mediation but both settled shortly

afterwards. The first case settled for three million dollars, or

20% of the initial demand, while the second settled for four and a

half million dollars, or 37.5% of the initial demand. This is in

line with my statistics concerning settlement: 60.3% of my cases

have settled for 30% or less of the initial demand, and 79.3%

settled for 40% or less of plaintiff’s initial demand.

Rather than requiring a party to appear with “full settlement

authority,” the court should require that a party’s representative

hold a position with the party or insurer that allows him to speak

definitively and commit the party to a particular position in the

litigation. As the Seventh Circuit stated, a party’s representative

need not “come to court willing to settle on someone else’s

terms, but only that [he] come to court to consider the possibility

of settlement.”18 Adopting an objective standard for assessing

good faith participation will help ensure that the parties do not

feel coerced into settling at the settlement conference and will

reduce the likelihood of time consuming litigation over this issue.

procedural safeguards

Each judicial district’s local ADR rules should contain substantive

and procedural safeguards to ensure that the parties understand

clearly what they must do to comply with the court’s expectations

at the conference, that protect the confidentiality of the process,

and that guarantee that the settlement conference process is not

used improperly.

Continued on page 34
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First, the rules should inform the parties that they must notify the

court if the party does not intend

to negotiate at the settlement

conference. As discussed above,

there are many reasons why a

party may not wish to discuss

settlement, and parties should be

allowed to opt-out of participation

in a settlement conference. Courts

may wish to adopt a rule similar

to one found in the Western District

of Pennsylvania’s ADR rules,

which requires a party to explicitly

inform the neutral and the other

parties no later than 15 calendar

days prior to the mediation session

if (1) the party does not intend

to make a demand or settlement

offer, or (2) the party intends to

wait until the disposition of

certain motions to engage in

settlement discussions.19

Second, the parties or their representatives and their attorneys

should be required to attend the settlement conference and be

prepared to state their positions on the issues presented in the

case. When a party is fully insured and the insurer has assumed

that party’s defense, there may be little reason to have the party

present because the insurer will usually have sole authority over

defense of the claim, including whether to settle the claim or go

to trial. Therefore, an adjuster or other representative may be the

appropriate party to attend the hearing. In some cases it is not helpful

to have certain individual defendants present. For example, in

civil rights cases involving claims for excessive force or sexual

discrimination, it can be detrimental to the process if the individual

defendant is present, and the parties often agree that another

defense representative and an individual with settlement authority

should attend. But if a party and the party’s insurer have differing

opinions about the case, or a party has a reasonable exposure to a

recovery above the applicable insurance policy limits, the party

should be required to attend the settlement conference.

Third, courts should provide for confidentiality of the information

discussed at the settlement conference. This will allow parties to

raise sensitive issues with the judge, contributes to the free flow of

information between the parties that makes a settlement conference

more likely to be productive, and helps ensure that the parties’

perceive that the settlement conference process is procedurally

fair. Because the federal district courts have a wide variety of

inconsistent rules on confidentiality, Federal Rule of Evidence

408 should be amended to provide

that communications during a

settlement conference shall not

be disclosed in a motion seeking

sanctions under Rule 16. Because

it is a lengthy process to amend

the Federal Rules of Evidence, in

the interim courts should amend

their local rules to provide 

such confidentiality.

A final procedural issue concerns

the timing and length of the

settlement conference. The judge

should broach the idea of

settlement early in the case to try

to select the appropriate time for

the settlement conference. Cases

that settle before the litigants

have adequate information about

the case might “send inaccurate

signals to the parties and to society about what conduct is

permitted and what the consequences of impermissible conduct

will be.”20 On the other hand, settling too late increases the costs

for the parties and the court system, may provide a strategic

advantage to a wealthy defendant, delays compensating victims,

and potentially diminishes the deterrence of wrongdoers. To

ensure that an economically more powerful party does not use

a settlement conference to gain leverage over another party, the

court should set reasonable limits on the length of the settlement

conference and the number of sessions mandated.

Continued on page 35
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conclusion

Because a settlement conference may substitute for a party’s

“day in court,” settlement conferences should be of high quality

and provide the parties with substantive and procedural fairness

so that they perceive that the settlement conference process is

fair. This article suggests several changes to improve the settlement

conference process in federal court. First, became of the danger of

explicit or implicit judicial coercion at the conference, and

because judges may be improperly influenced by their direct

participation in the process with the parties, their lawyers and

insurers, judges assigned to the case should not hold a settlement

conference in it. Second, courts should adopt an objective

standard for assessing good faith participation at the conference,

and should not award sanctions against a party that does not

make a settlement offer, bargain sufficiently, or appear with

“full settlement authority.” Finally additional procedural

safeguards for the parties, including protecting the confidentiality

of the process, should be adopted. Adopting these improvements

will decrease ancillary litigation over the parties’ participation

at settlement conference and will help ensure that the parties

believe that the settlement conference process is a fair procedure

in which they can fully express their positions and consider

resolution of the case without being pressured to do so. 
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Some legal realists of the early 20th century quipped that the law is what the judge had for breakfast.1

This critique was likely meant as a colorful way to suggest that, while legal rules matter, we cannot

discount the personal and human elements that influence legal decision making.2

Almost a century later, a study uncovered evidence that the “law-as-breakfast” critique is almost literally

correct, except that the law isn’t what the judge had for breakfast, it’s when.3 The study of Israeli judges

presiding over parole hearings showed that they were much more likely to grant a parolee’s petition if the

hearing was held shortly after the judges had a meal. The further the hearing was from a meal, the more

likely the judges were to deny the petition. The authors’ theory is simple and intuitive: thinking takes

effort, and hungry judges lack the cognitive energy necessary to justify departing from the status quo. 

There are myriad studies, both observational and experimental, showing that extrinsic factors influence

legal decision making at all levels, from serious problems like racial bias in criminal sentencing4 to more

light-hearted issues like laughter influencing votes at the Supreme Court.5 To be sure, the law matters.

But it should not be surprising that, on the margins, irrelevant stimuli can influence jurists’ and lawyers’

behavior. After all, regardless of how much training and experience we have, at the end of the day we

are all human. 

So what should we be on the lookout for? How can we protect against making easy cognitive mistakes?

It’s not as simple as having a snack before making big decisions (although that might help). The literature

on cognitive bias is voluminous, spanning across multiple scholarly disciplines.6 Here, I will give just two

common examples of how our minds might play tricks on us before providing a few simple ideas for 

Continued on page 37
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reducing cognitive bias. My hope is that this brief overview of

an often-overlooked element of our profession will encourage

more discussion and study. 

anchoring

Anchoring effects are common and

are one of the more thoroughly studied

forms of cognitive bias. Even though

they are easy to spot and explain,

anchoring can still exert a powerful

pull on our reasoning process. The

basic premise is that information serves

as a reference point for our decisions,

figuratively tethering us to some

idea or number. 

This sort of mental shortcut can be

adaptive if the “anchoring” information

is relevant and reliable. For example,

if you spend an hour reviewing Telephone Consumer

Protection Act (“TCPA”) settlements, you could probably give

your client a fairly good estimate for what to expect in their

TCPA case just off the top of your head. 

The problem, however, is that sometimes completely irrelevant

information can anchor our expectations. If you spend an hour

reviewing TCPA settlements and then are asked to estimate the

average Fair Credit Reporting Act settlement, your guess is likely

to be skewed by the TCPA numbers you were just reviewing. 

In one experimental study in Germany, for example, judges read

about hypothetical criminal cases and were asked to give sentences

after being told the prosecutors’ sentencing demands. The

prosecutors’ demands had a significant effect on the judges’

sentencing decisions even when the judges were told the demands

were literally the product of throwing a set of dice.7 In another

experimental study, telling judges about a statutory damage cap

had the perverse effect of increasing the average amount of

compensatory damages they awarded in low-value cases compared

to judges who were not told about the cap.8 For attorneys,

anchoring is an obvious concern in settlement discussions, as

studies have shown that an initial offer can anchor “the final

outcome, even when [that] starting point is not meaningful.”9

Motivated reasoning

Cognitive psychologists often discuss

people’s reasoning process in terms of

goals, and in particular whether they

are pursuing “accuracy” versus

“directional” goals. People pursuing

“accuracy” goals want, first and

foremost, to come to a correct

conclusion and to follow the evidence

wherever it leads.10 People pursuing

“directional” goals want to reach a

desired outcome, and they

subconsciously put their thumbs on the

scale to ensure the weight of the

evidence supports their position.

“Motivated reasoning” is often used to

describe the latter sort of thinking;

people are motivated to reason

towards a particular outcome.11

The act of legal advocacy obviously involves a little of both

accuracy and directional goals. We owe a duty of candor

toward the tribunal, but we intentionally emphasize cases and

facts that best support our position in an attempt to persuade a

judge or jury. The problem is when our advocates’ minds

persuade ourselves that we’re right, even when we’re not.

Lawyers, just like anyone else, can trick themselves into

believing their arguments are better than they are. And when

we lose our ability to see the law for what it is, we lose our

effectiveness as advocates.

Continued on page 38
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In one experimental study of law students,12 for example,

participants were asked to read about a politically charged

legal dispute and were presented with a

“source case” that might be controlling.

The participants were more likely to

say that the source case was apposite

and controlling if its holding supported

their personal opinions about the

dispute. And in a series of experiments,

researchers found that real judges were

consistently and systematically more

likely to give preferential treatment to

sympathetic litigants in hypothetical

legal scenarios compared to identically

situated but less sympathetic litigants.13

The authors hypothesized that, “without

being consciously aware of it, their 

thumbs were on the scale, covertly tipping

the balance toward the more likeable

or sympathetic litigant so that she

consistently prevailed . . . on seemingly

objective and legitimate grounds.”14

protecting against bias

There is no silver bullet to counteracting cognitive bias, but

there are a few simple steps one can take to minimize it. First,

we should recognize that no one is immune.15 “Awareness is

not sufficient to” prevent cognitive bias, “but it is a necessary

first step.”16

More specifically, a common intervention is to “consider the

opposite.”17 To counteract the anchoring effect in a settlement

discussion, for example, assume the initial offer is too high (or

low), and then try to make an independent estimate of your

negotiating partner’s real fundamentals, i.e. their likely walk-away

price or their realistic alternatives to reaching a deal with you. 

The same principle applies to motivated reasoning: once you’ve

formed an opinion, assume your position is wrong and then ask

yourself, “what arguments might I be missing?” It’s a simple

step, but it can produce robust results.18 If you struggle with the

mental gymnastics of arguing with yourself, find a colleague

who is willing to offer a dissenting opinion — ask them to

pretend they’re opposing counsel and to find everything that’s

wrong with your brief. 

Finally, recognize that reducing

cognitive bias is not a straightforward

task. Indeed, some interventions

designed to reduce one form of bias

might actually exacerbate another.

For example, assigning someone on

your team to take a dissenting opinion

might reduce motivated reasoning, or

it might produce a “boomerang effect,”

in which your original opinion becomes

entrenched because you’ve spent time

and effort defending it.19

As difficult as it is for practitioners in

an intensely analytical field, we should

become comfortable with the fact

that we are not always perfectly

rationale — that, sometimes, our

breakfast (or lack thereof) might

influence our decisions. By embracing

the realists’ critique of legal decision

making, we can draw comfort from the

fact that everyone, from first-year law

students to seasoned judges, shares in the same human imperfections

and the same unending pursuing of self-improvement. In fact,

recognizing that we all make mistakes and reminding ourselves

that we have other sources of value aside from being right all

the time might itself protect against cognitive bias.20

Continued on page 39
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Gino Agnello retired in January 2020 after 30 plus years of government service, 21 of those as

Clerk of the Court of Appeals. Gino was the sixth Clerk of Court in the history of the Seventh Circuit

Court of Appeals. By the time he came to the judiciary he already had a keen interest in automation

which was fortunate because the federal courts had just begun a transition from paper dockets. 

Gino began federal service as a “Legal Systems Analyst” for the U.S. Bankruptcy Court. He developed,

installed, and maintained 12 individual networks for the Judges. He trained the Judges and staff on

modern computer programs for word-processing.  He also wrote small programs to help the court. He

knew judicial processes and he knew what computers could do to help accomplish the Court’s mission.

After four years, Gino left the Bankruptcy Court for private practice but was lured to the U.S. Court

of Appeals, taking on the position of Assistant Circuit Executive for Automation. He quickly became

known as the “automation guy”, not just locally but also at the national level. He was on the committee

that developed the concept and then advocated for the judiciary’s Data Communication Network (DCN),

which was, and still is, the foundation of the entire federal judiciary’s Information Technology (IT)

infrastructure. Gino was so well respected that other circuits and the judiciary’s Administrative Office

would ask him to help them interview candidates for high level automation positions.  

Continued on page 41

*Christopher Conway became Clerk of the Court of the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit in 2020 following Gino
Agnello’s retirement. Before becoming Clerk, Mr. Conway most recently served as the court’s Attorney Advisor/Court Services Manager. He
joined the Clerk’s Office in 1991 and in his 30 years with the court, he has had the opportunity to work in every department in the Clerk’s
office. Mr. Conway was born and raised in the Chicago area. He earned his bachelor’s degree from Lewis University cum laude and earned
his law degree from DePaul University College of Law.

Gino AgnelloRetires
By Christopher Conway*
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Gino AgnelloRetires
Continued from page 40

When Gino started as Clerk of Court, he set out to further

automate the court. The Seventh Circuit was one of the first

courts to start scanning and making documents electronically

available. He oversaw the court’s transition from what was a

mostly a paper records system to one that was completely

electronic. In less than two years, a court that had dealt almost

exclusively in paper since its establishment in 1891, became

completely electronic.

While many at the court will miss Gino’s automation prowess,

those of us who worked closely with him will also miss him as

a leader and mentor. He took great pride in assembling and

preparing his management team to lead in the future. Gino

spent a lot of his own time (usually in the form of walks before

work) to pass on what he had learned (both the good and the

bad) in his three decades of government service. Any early

riser, on the 26th floor of the Dirksen Courthouse can tell you

he loved his morning “walking meeting”, or as Collins Fitzpatrick

would call it “Gino’s morning constitution.” 

While, admittedly, the talks were sometimes about music, family,

or something fun like Disney World (Gino is an expert on

everything Disney) the discussion mostly revolved around

general principles of court management. We talked about

things like budget, personnel, IT, the importance of long-range

planning and good stewardship. He thought of the morning

walks as his master’s level course in court governance. You

did not get a diploma, but you did walk away with an in-depth

understanding of the court’s management structure and how to

lead a court unit. 

Gino often said how much he loved being clerk and it showed.

He enjoyed marshalling the troops and solving the day-to-day

problems that arise when you run a court operation. The one

thing you could always count on was the fact that he was

always available if you needed him. You could (and I often

still do) call or email him anytime day or night and he would

get back to you within a few minutes. He was not just the Clerk

of Court during business hours, he was the Clerk 24/7. I

remember him telling me after he got back from a trip to

Hawaii about the great cell reception he got when he had to

order some computer parts from the top of a volcano. 

The judiciary will miss his automation skills and his stalwart

leadership, but I know many of us here at the court will also

miss the walks.

Send Us Your E-Mail
The Association is now equipped to provide many 

services to its members via e-mail. For example, we 

can send blast e-mails to the membership advertising

up-coming events, or we can send an electronic version

of articles published in The Circuit Rider. 

We are unable to provide you with these services, 

however, if we don’t have your e-mail address. Please

send your e-mail address to changes@7thcircuitbar.org.
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With 2019 behind us, there is a natural tendency to reflect on the past, to take stock of where

things stand, and to contemplate the future. In our professional lives, that may mean acknowledging

clients, reliving successes and failures, and making plans for the year to come. In columns such as

this, reflecting on the year gone by usually means addressing changes in the composition of the

courts, noteworthy decisions or cases awaiting decision.

Focusing on those “big picture” ideas neglects the fact that the operation of the courts in which we

appear depends on public servants who work every day to ensure that things go smoothly and cases

move forward. It is certainly true that judicial comings and goings affect the development of the law.

A new administration, new laws or rules, or the retirement or appointment of a particular judge can

shape the law, for better or ill. Yet the experience of practicing in a court depends on a variety of other

people that we should notice and recognize.

Gino Agnello is one of those people. He has served as the clerk of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

Seventh Circuit since 1997. Before he was the clerk of the court, he was deputy circuit executive. After

a career of public service, Agnello retired at the end of 2019. For the past 30 years, Agnello has improved

Continued on page 43

*Michael T. Brody is a partner at Jenner & Block. Brody serves as co-chair of the firm’s appellate and Supreme Court practice and

co-chair of its class action practice.

Thank You,Gino 
AN IN VA L U A B L E AS S E T TO T H E SE V E N T H

CI R C U I T WH O WI L L BE MI S S E D

By Michael T. Brody*

It is certainly true that judicial comings and goings affect the development of the law. A new

administration, new laws or rules, or the retirement or appointment of a particular judge can shape the

law, for better or ill. Yet the experience of practicing in a court depends on a variety of other people

that we should notice and recognize.
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Thank You,Gino
Continued from page 42

the quality of the administration of justice and the relationship

between bench and bar throughout the Seventh Circuit. Though

not one to draw attention to himself, and often invisible even to

experienced practitioners, Agnello has been the keystone to the

smooth operation of the court. While the circuit is engaged in

hiring a new clerk, it will be hard to find someone to fill his

shoes. This article looks back on some of the things that Agnello

accomplished during his tenure as clerk of the Seventh Circuit

and how important he was to lawyers who practice in that court.

Practitioners in the Seventh Circuit know that the office of the clerk

of the court is exceptionally well run. Filings are handled smoothly,

arguments are scheduled promptly, and the work of the court is

completed without delay. While Agnello is quick to remind

that there is no such thing as “clerkal estoppel” and guidance

from the Clerk’s Office will not excuse a failure to follow the

rules, the office he supervises publishes clear guidance on

rules and procedures.

Beyond that, throughout Agnello’s tenure as clerk, the court has

seamlessly evolved with advances in technology. While many of

these innovations are now commonly used in other courts across

the country, under Agnello’s leadership the Seventh Circuit took

the lead. He established a real-time RSS feed to make opinions

and non-published orders immediately available; he saw to it that

oral argument recordings are available for review within minutes

of the completion of the day’s arguments; he managed the court’s

seamless transition to electronic filing before many other circuits;

and under his direction the court’s website is robust, current and

easy to navigate. As the Seventh Circuit joined other courts by

adopting rules to permit video recordings of selected arguments,

Agnello made sure that the process was done smoothly.

Along with the chief judges under whom he served, Agnello

managed the clerk’s office to weather even the unexpected.

Through actual and threatened government shutdowns, the

Seventh Circuit’s clerk’s office always remained open. By

economizing on allocated funds, Agnello and the court minimized

the impact on attorneys, parties and the public. More importantly,

he saw to it that the skilled staff of the clerk’s office were

protected from financial disruption. He made arrangements to

minimize the burden on his staff, to whom he was loyal.

In addition to running an efficient staff and operation, Agnello

volunteered his services to the bar. He participated in CLE

programs designed to demystify what happens behind the counter

at the clerk’s office and to assist counsel in navigating the process

of taking an appeal from beginning to end. He attended quarterly

meetings and activities of the Seventh Circuit Bar Association.

Agnello volunteered to perform these tasks and advanced the

administration of justice across the circuit. Agnello also gave

an annual report to the bar on the business of the court at the

joint annual meeting of the Seventh Circuit Judicial Conference

and the Seventh Circuit Bar Association. His animated PowerPoints,

and his droll sense of humor, brought life to an otherwise detailed

presentation on judicial filings and dispositions.

Agnello also honored and carried forward the legacy of the court.

He remembered and spoke of the judges who had retired or

passed away. He was fond of the circuit’s long-serving circuit

Justice, John Paul Stevens. Not long before Stevens’ death,

Agnello traveled to Florida to interview retired Stevens for a bar

association program and joined the justice in a swim in the surf.

Throughout his tenure, Agnello provided valued service to the

court, to litigants, to counsel and to the public. In a stressful

environment, he has always done so with grace. He will be missed.

Let us start the New Year by taking note of, and thanking, all of

those people who, like Gino Agnello, make our law practices

possible and enjoyable.

Reprinted with permission from the January 15, 2020 edition of

Law .COM © 2020 ALM Media Properties, LLC. This article

appears online only. All rights reserved.
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Joe Hogsett served as the United States Attorney for the Southern District of Indiana during

President Barack Obama’s administration. He was later elected Mayor of the Consolidated City of

Indianapolis and Marion County — a role that makes him both the City’s Mayor and the County’s

Chief Executive. 

Circuit Rider editor Donnie Morgan, who previously served as Mayor Hogsett’s corporation counsel,

asked him about his experiences as a U.S. Attorney and mayor during a time of intense focus on

criminal-justice reforms. 

When you took office as indianapolis’s mayor in 2016, one of your first initiatives focused on a

systemic approach to diverting folks suffering from mental illness or addiction away from the

criminal-justice system and into treatment. how are those efforts going?

From the start, I knew this type of change does not happen overnight. But I am pleased with the progress we

have made. The bottom line is that someone suffering from addiction or mental illness doesn’t belong in a jail

cell. The city is developing a behavioral-health field-assessment tool for our police officers. Our Mobile Crisis

Assistance Teams deploy both a patrol officer and a licensed mental-health clinician to some scenes to

de-escalate crises. In 2020, 96% of those cases ended without arrest. Instead, we were able to evaluate

with accuracy what individuals needed in that moment. The program is new, but the results are promising,

and we will continue to evaluate to make it even more successful. 

Continued on page 45

*Donnie Morgan is an appellate advocate and public-sector lawyer at Taft, Stettinius & Hollister in Indianapolis and an Indiana

editor of The Circuit Rider. Before returning to private practice, Mr. Morgan served as Indianapolis’s Chief Litigation Counsel and

later as its Corporation Counsel. He is an Order of the Coif graduate of Berkeley Law School. 

Discussing Criminal-
Justice Reform  

W I T H A U N I T E D S T A T E S A T T O R N E Y
T U R N E D M A Y O R

By Donnie Morgan*
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One of the biggest pieces of the new behavioral-health system
is the Assessment and Intervention Center (AIC), which opened
in December of 2020. Rather than hospitalization or arrest,
individuals who are facing substance-
abuse or mental-health issues are offered
temporary beds and wraparound
services to lead them to long-term
housing and the sustained help they
need. This resource strengthens the
hand of our law enforcement officers
and MCAT units in seeking alternatives
to arrest. When they recognize that a
person is experiencing a mental health
or substance use episode that is best
addressed outside the criminal justice
system, there is now a fast, low-barrier
facility to which they can refer individuals
in need of help. A streamlined AIC
referral process is not only a better
way to serve vulnerable individuals in
our community; it also helps our
police devote more of their time to their core mission: protecting
the community from serious crime. 

tell us a little more about the assessment and intervention

center. What role can physical facilities play in shifting concepts

like diversion or interception beyond ad hoc decisions by

individual prosecutors and defendants — or even individual

problem-solving courts — toward more systemic change?

The AIC is housed in our Community Justice Campus, which
helps promote synergy between all levels of the criminal justice
system. The problem with such a large, complex system can be
that departments and institutions can work in silos. We know
it’s critical that all of these components of police reform, mental
health and addiction, prosecution, and re-entry must work together
for real change to happen. The AIC is staffed by personnel
from the Sandra Eskenazi Mental Health Center, allowing
mental-health professionals to evaluate what individuals 
need for recovery. 

another pandemic has taken over most of the headlines,

and presumably much of your time, since last spring. but

in what ways did the still-raging opioid epidemic inform

those efforts to shift the paradigm for responding to addiction

from a criminal-justice approach to a treatment approach?

The decriminalization of addiction is a key component of our
criminal justice reform efforts, and the AIC is naturally a central
piece of that. Far too often, people experiencing addiction end
up at correctional facilities because of gaps in our social service
system. It’s an inefficient and expensive outcome that burdens both
vulnerable people and the system itself. It’s also morally wrong.

The AIC will help power the paradigm shift of prioritizing
treatment over incarceration, interacting with the criminal
justice system to properly divert individuals experiencing
addiction and getting them the resources they need. It’s a
solution that respects the dignity of those in crisis while saving
public dollars in the long run.

president obama appointed you as

the united states attorney for the

southern district of indiana in 2010.

how much did four years in that

role impact your thinking about

criminal-justice reform? 

I always say that during my time as
United States Attorney, I saw the worst
of the worst. People who are exploiting
children in unimaginable ways. Scam
artists who target the elderly. It’s critical
that we bring justice to victims and their
families by ensuring these perpetrators
aren’t in a position to hurt anyone else.
However, that commitment goes hand
in hand with keeping those who don’t
belong in jail or prison out of prison. 

Overall, though, it was an honor to serve as U.S. Attorney in
the Southern District of Indiana. It taught me a lot about how
important it is to hold perpetrators accountable not just to prevent
crimes from reoccurring, but also to bring a bit of peace to victims.

do you think the momentum behind systemic criminal-

justice reform was inevitable by the time you were elected

mayor, or did something about your experiences as u.s.

attorney cause you to lead with that issue?

As U.S. Attorney, I saw violent crime increasing over time —
really over the last 12 or so years. At the time when I was
considering running for mayor, I didn’t see enough focus on
the root causes of crime. I thought there needed to be someone
who championed some pretty sweeping reforms. That kind of
reform takes time to be fully realized. I knew winning this
office would mean inheriting decades of challenges. But progress
requires bold action in the face of difficult circumstances, and
I felt strongly that if elected, I could help build a coalition that
could take on that effort.

Continued on page 46
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both academics and popular media have written extensively on

what has come to be called the “prison industrial complex”—

business interests profiting from our country’s exploding jail

and prison populations over the past four decades. did those

concerns contribute to Marion county’s decision to move

away from privatized jails with its new community Justice

campus? or was that decision driven by other concerns?

Our focus has always been making the system as fair and
transparent as possible. My ideal society is one with fewer
people in prisons, not more. I think it’s important to set up an
infrastructure that is driven equally by justice and humanity.
The criminal justice reform task force report I commissioned
my first year in office told us that our system needed not only
a paradigm shift in its treatment of mental health and substance
abuse issues, but a drastic improvement in facilities and an
improvement in its ability to gather, share, and use data. Our
new Community Justice Campus helps us fulfill all three of
those mandates.

a particular species of criminal-justice reform — police

reform — has received far greater attention during the

past year. can you talk about indianapolis’s journey from

the system-wide reforms you pursued during your first

term to the very urgent focus on police reform during the

past few years?

I work closely with law enforcement. I have for decades. These
men and women put their lives on the line every day to keep
our community safe. Indy residents don’t always see the hardest
parts of the job—responding to a shooting, showing up at the
scene of domestic violence. That’s why it’s so troubling when
an officer commits an act that not only harms an individual, but
also damages public trust in a way that can be difficult to repair. 

In my time as mayor, several high-profile incidents have
challenged the public’s trust in our system of criminal justice
– which is to say nothing of past events in our city that still
linger in the minds of older residents.

That is why, in partnership with IMPD along with community
advocates and anti-violence groups, I have worked every day
to help build trust while improving public safety. We created a
General Orders Board that would allow the public the right to
define the role and boundaries of their public safety officials.
We abolished the zone policing our city instituted as a cost-

saving measure and returned to community beats, allowing
officers to become more familiar with the people and places
they are sworn to protect. Last summer, we started the city’s
first bodycam program, an initiative that had long been in the
works. In the wake of protests, we augmented the city’s use-
of-force policy to, among other things, explicitly ban chokeholds
and strengthen the department’s commitment to a policy that
all uses of force must be necessary and proportionate. My hope is
that over time, these reforms will speak for themselves, and we can
permanently establish widespread trust in the ability of police
to do what I know they do best — protect and serve Indianapolis. 

indianapolis appears to face a very real possibility that the

state legislature will roll back those reforms — including

things you’ve mentioned like the new use-of-force policy

and the citizen-majority general orders board, which has

authority to revise the police department’s policies. how

do you navigate a challenge like that? 

When Indianapolis residents call 911, they don’t care if it’s a
Republican or a Democrat at the scene -- they expect to be treated
fairly regardless. I have my disagreements with some members of
the state legislature, but ultimately, we all have to work together.
In the end, it’s Indianapolis voters who should have a say in
how they want to be governed. It’s not up to me and it’s not
up the Statehouse. It’s the city’s residents whose voices should
be heard over any one political party or politician. 

finally, you’ve invited outside groups to study criminal-

justice reform and police reform in indianapolis. those

groups range from the national institute for criminal

Justice reform and nyu law school’s criminal Justice

lab to an independent review of the city’s response to

protests last spring — a review panel that included a

former united states assistant attorney general and a

former indiana supreme court Justice.  those sorts of

assessments seem to invite criticism from all sides — those

who believe the pace of reform is far too slow and those

who think reform is moving too fast or who simply don’t

see value in reform at all. Why do you think inviting those

sorts of outside critiques is worthwhile?

First and foremost, those bodies have a proven track record of
reducing violence in cities like Boston, San Francisco, and even
here in Indianapolis in the 1990s. But furthermore, I welcome
all informed criticism and critique. Part of leadership to me is
inviting many different voices to the table to discuss what we
can do better. Our city is always changing—just look at how the
last year has unexpectedly affected the way we live our lives.
Our system is far from perfect, but change doesn’t happen with
one voice or one idea. We all bring different perspectives and
life experiences to the table. I learn something new from all
these voices—whether it’s from community partners, national
experts, former and current elected officials, or constituents I
meet on my walk home.  
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